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Thank you for purchasing my book, HOW TO PAINT & WIRE YOUR VERY
OWN TIGER. 

I recommend that you read this book in its entirety before starting. 

This book contains my most up-to-date information on painting your own gui-
tar. It also contains instructions on
assembling, disassembling, and
wiring.

Since the mid-80’s, George
Lynch has been one of the pre-
mier rock guitarists, as well as
my personal favorite.  

Over the years, Lynch has con-
tinued to top himself - not only
with his playing, but also with his
original guitar designs. The
Kamikazee(s), the Tigers... very
cool stuff. That’s why I’ve chosen
to show you how to paint an M-1
Tiger. 

Actually, this project is more of a
“loose” replica of his M1-Tiger;
I’ve swayed from the exact tiger
pattern that ESP used and just
sort of did my own. If you want to
create an EXACT replica of his,
simply use the tiger-stripe tem-
plate that I make available to you
through download (you’ll find
where to download it in the
BONUS ITEMS) - that’s bang-on
to his design. Or, you can do
what I’ve done here and just cre-
ate your own.

No matter what pattern you decide on, if you follow along with the steps as
I’ve outlined for this project, the guitar you paint will look killer when it’s
done.

Now, let’s get down to business and paint us a Tiger!
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Before you start to paint, you’re going to need several supplies. It’s best to
have them on hand before you begin. It’ll make
your job go a lot more smoothly. 

Here’s a complete list of items I used to paint
my TIGER Guitar.

1. Guitar Body - I found this body on eBay for
$40. It’s an alder body, and it’s routed for one
pickup - perfect for this project. Notice it does-
n’t have any other holes routed except for the
pick-up and bridge cavities. If you plan to paint
guitars as a permanent hobby or as a side
business, and you don’t already know how to
drill the proper holes, invest the time to learn.
Becoming as self-sufficient as you can in
assembling, repairing, and painting guitars
should be your ultimate goal.

If you’re in need of a guitar for your project, I do
sell “Ready-To-Paint” guitars. They’re well-made
and very reasonably priced.

Contact me for what’s currently available at:
rtp@paintyourownguitar.com.

2. Primer/Paint - I originally used Krylon®
Interior/Exterior aerosol paint for my project, but
over the last year or so, several customers
have been having problems with their finishes,
so I’m moving people away from Krylon and
over to a brand such as Duplicolor. I’ll talk more
about paint in the next section.

FIG 2 shows the Duplicolor AUTO SPRAY
which is what I suggest you use for your primer
and color coats. For the clear coats, use
Duplicolor’s TRUCK, VAN & SUV clear - which
is compatible with the AUTO SPRAY LINE.  

3. 3M Finishing Pad - For this project, I com-
pletely bypassed sanding the finish off and
used another technique that I use on occasion,
i.e., scuff-sanding with 3M finishing pads. More
on this later in the book. These pads are avail-
able at most hardware stores.

4. Wet/Dry Sandpaper - It doesn’t matter the
brand you use, just make sure you have a least
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2-3 sheets of each of the following grits: 220-
grit, 320-grit, 400-grit, 600-grit, 800-grit, 1200
and 1500-grit (see FIG 4). You can use the
higher grits (2000, 2500, 3000), if you’d like.
Also, pick up 1-2 standard sheets of sandpaper
in: medium course, medium, and fine grits.
Most likely, you’ll be sanding down the finish on
your guitar to sealer or bare wood. 

5. Masking Tape - 2” blue 3M masking tape is
what I normally use. 

5. Sanding Block(s) - Whether you buy one or
make your own, these come in handy when try-
ing to get as flat a final job as possible. Both of
the blocks seen in FIG 6 are from the same
wood I use for my stick. 

6. Face Mask - Unless you love breathing in
toxic material, I’d recommend picking up some
simple face masks like the one seen in FIG 7.
You’ll still smell the paint, but at least you’ll
shield your nose and mouth from sucking in the
particles of paint. If you plan to paint more gui-
tars in the future, I’d recommend getting a
NIOSH dual-loaded face mask.

7. X-Acto Knife and Blades - You’ll need an 
X-Acto knife (with several sharp blades) like the
one pictured in FIG 8 for cutting the tape. Have
at least 10 brand-new blades ready to go. As
you cut through the tape, the blades start to get
dull. Change them regularly for more accurate
and precise cuts.

8. 2” X 1” Wood/Hook - I use this to hang the
guitar during the painting process. I cut it to
about 20” long and bolt it to the guitar. I also
take a file or sandpaper and round all of the
edges of the wood to avoid splinters.

I mount a hook into the top of the wood so that I
can hang the guitar (see FIG 9). Available at
pretty much every hardware store, choose a
large hook - something sturdy.

9. Bondo - Bondo® is an automotive product
used for prepping before painting. It’s easy-to-
use and sands very nicely, which is why I prefer using it over Plastic Wood
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for filling in any dings or unnecessary holes in
a project body. It’s available at most auto parts
stores and/or hardware stores.(see FIG 10)

10. Sanding Sealer - You’ll be using sanding
sealer to seal the grain of the wood. Whichever
brand you use, make sure it is lacquer-based,
if you’re using a lacquer-based paint such as
Duplicolor. I recommend the DEFT brand. (see
FIG 10) 

11. Styrofoam Padding - I make sure that I
have my guitar body resting on some sort of
padding whenever I’m working on it. This styro-
foam padding is fairly cheap and does a good
job. You can probably pick some up from a pack-
ing supply store. I use a sheet that’s roughly 40”
X 50” and fold it several times. Each time a side
gets a little dirty, I simply flip it to a new side for a
fresh section to rest the guitar on (see FIG 11).

12. Spray Can Holder - (see FIG 12) It’s not
essential that you have these, but they REALLY
make the painting part of the process much
easier. It REALLY is like using a spray gun. I
use two different brands: SPRAY GRIP by Rust-
Oleum (bought from Lowe’s) and The Original
CAN GUN (bought from ACE Hardware). I like
the CAN GUN model much better, so I recom-
mend you use that one if you can find it.

13. White Bristleboard/Posterboard - (see
FIG 13) In order to create the white sides,
you’ll need to cover the body with masks made
of bristleboard (also known as Posterboard)
when spraying to avoid getting the white paint
everywhere. You can find these big sheets at
any office supply store.

14. 100% Cotton Material - Whether you use
an old t-shirt or buy some 100% cotton, you’ll
need to use this with the rubbing and finishing
compounds. You can pick some up at Home
Depot or Lowe’s.

15. Graphite Paper - In order to transfer the
tiger template design to your body, you’ll need
some graphite paper to help with that. I bought
the package seen in FIG 14 from Aaron
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Brothers Art Supplies for less than $2.00.
16. Rubbing/Finishing Compound - For a
beautiful glossy finish, you’ll need rubbing and
finishing compounds at the very end of this
project to bring the shine back up on the guitar.
The kind I recommend is 3M Perfect-It ll
Rubbing Compound Fine Cut and 3M Perfect-It
ll Swirl Mark Remover - seen in FIG 15. They
contain no wax or silicone and they’re very
easy to use. Another brand that you can use is
Meguiars. Just make sure that the one you use
contains no wax or silicone.

If you have a hard time finding 3M
Rubbing/Finishing Compounds, try
http://www.carcrazy.net. This is where I
bought my supply. Auto parts stores around me
don’t carry it. All they seem to have is Turtle
Wax, which I don’t recommend you use. It’s not
clear-coat safe.

If you purchased all of the grits of wet/dry
sandpaper that I recommended, you only need
3M Perfect-It ll Swirl Mark Remover. You won’t
need the 3M Perfect-It ll Rubbing Compound -
Fine Cut.

17. Compressed Air In A Can - A can of com-
pressed air (see FIG 16) is not absolutely nec-
essary to have for this project, but I use it on all
of my paint jobs to blow dust and debris out of
control cavities and pickup holes prior to painting.

18. Lacquer Thinner - Lacquer Thinner is
good to use for cleaning up when using just
about any type of paint.

19. Mineral Spirits - I use Mineral Spirits to clean up tape residue off of
necks or bodies during the painting process.

And that’s the list. One thing I’d like to mention is that a lot of the supplies
you buy for your initial project can be used for additional projects. 

So, if you’re planning to paint more guitars, look to spend a lot less on sup-
plies for your next project(s).
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PLEASE NOTE: Later in the book, I will show you what supplies you’ll
need to wire your guitar and I’ll also show you the supplies you’ll need
to make the Finish Protector™.



Typically, when painting a guitar, if someone is going to use a spray can, I rec-
ommend that they use lacquer - simply because it’s the easiest paint to use in
an aerosol spray. 

But, lacquer has one main drawbacks; it takes several months for the paint to
fully harden and cure. But, this is not a trait of aerosol lacquer; it’s a trait of all
lacquer - whether you use a spray gun to apply it, or spray can.

For a lot of people, waiting for their guitar to cure for 2-3 months is tough - and
believe me - I know that first hand.
For my first five years of painting gui-
tars, I ruined every guitar I painted
simply because I was unaware of
how much time I needed to allow the
paint to cure before reassembling
and playing.

I eventually figured it out through
years of trial and error - but the truth
is, it would be so much better if there
were an easier solution in a spray
can - that allowed for a hard finish in
just a few days. Well, along comes AEROMAX!

For all of my professional work, I normally top coat (or clear coat) using a
catalyzed polyester or urethane finish sprayed from a spray gun and com-
pressor. The closest thing to that in a spray can is what AEROMAX is sell-
ing in this 2-stage clear. Through the catalyst that you add just before begin-
ning your clear coats, the finish will harden in just a couple of days, and can
be finished shortly thereafter - com-
pletely eliminating the curing
process necessary with lacquers.
That’s good news for those of you
who are extremely impatient!

AEROMAX’s clear is a urethane, so
deciding which paint to use along
with it, you have to use something
that’s compatible with urethane.
Typically, because a catalyzed
polyurethane finish is hard as nails,
you can pretty much spray anything
over top of it and it will not affect the
urethane. The same can’t be said for
spraying urethane over top of lacquer, though. Lacquer has to cure for it to
fully harden and that’s a lengthy process. Spraying a catalyzed urethane over
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top of lacquer that’s still curing is a potential disaster waiting to happen.

So, when deciding which paint to recommend that you use for this project, I
decided to give you two options:

1. Lacquers: with lacquer-based paint, it’s very easy to use and if you use a
brand such as Duplicolor, you have a good assortment of available colors at
your disposal. However, after your clear coats have been applied, you’ll need
to let the guitar sit for 2-3 months - to
allow the paint to cure and harden. Still,
after waiting that long, the paint still
won’t be rock-hard; it can take up to a
year for the paint to fully cure and hard-
en. More on this a little later in the book.

2. Specialty Urethanes In A Can:
Right now, there are two good options
for urethane paint in an aerosol can:  

a) ALSA Corp. - they have a new line
of paint in an aerosol can called
KILLER Cans and it’s available here -
http://www.autocustompaint.com
This line has just about everything
you could possibly want: metallics,
flip-flop, mirror, metalflake, etc. It
looks to be incredible stuff as ALSA is
a top name in the industry.

b) KETONE Automotive - These guys
can put any type of paint and any
color you want into an aerosol can. If
you use AEROMAX 2K clear, then
urethane enamel paint would be the
way to go. It’s incredible and it dries
to the touch within minutes. 

The only real drawback to using these
specialty urethanes is cost. To paint a
guitar with three or four different col-
ors, cost will be roughly $150 - that
includes for colors, some primer, and
the clear.

There are some of you out there that
will want to spend the extra money to have this option of having your finish dry
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FIG 20
If you decide to use Duplicolor for this project,
I recommend that you use the Auto Spray line
for your color coats and use the SUV line (tall
can) for your clear coats. Both of these lines
are acrylic lacquer so they are compatible with
eachother.

FIG 21
The Rust-O-Leum can on the left says 
LACQUER, while the PAINTER’S TOUCH
can, made by Rust-O-Leum, doesn’t say any-
thing. It is lacquer, though. Either of these
would be okay to use, as long as they have a
variety of colors, and a clear to match.



and ready to go in a week rather than months. For the rest of you, the option of
using lacquers is the obvious choice.

When using lacquers, you can still produce a great finish as I’ve used lac-
quers for over 20 years. They’re cost-effective, and very easy to use. 

The only real drawback to using them
is that lacquer cures over time; so,
after your guitar has been buffed and
reassembled, you’ll need to take care
of it for the first year - and to be care-
ful not to rest your guitar against any-
thing that is rubber. Rubber can dis-
solve and soften lacquer. In the back
of this book, I show you how to make
my Finish Protector™, which is some-
thing I recommend you make if you
use lacquer for this project.
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FIG 22
Stay away from Krylon paints. Over the last
year or so, they’ve had lots of quality control
problems which have resulted in contaminat-
ed paint and mislabeled paint for several
PYOG customers.

IMPORTANT: Urethanes are a little more difficult to use than lacquers
because when spraying lacquers, it doesn’t really matter when you last
sprayed a coat - an hour ago or five months ago - it’ll still loosen the
previous coats, so it’ll all dry and bind together. That is a real benefit. 

When spraying urethanes that are catalyzed (have a hardener added to
them - usually only the clear coat or top coat contains the catalyst),
such as a catalyzed clear, you have to sand the surface, or rough it up
somehow prior to spraying additional coats. This gives the new paint
something to adhere to. So, the ease of use is not quite there when
using urethanes. However, I explain how to use them later in the book,
so if you do go this route, as long as you follow my explanations, you
should do fine.



For most of my current projects, I use “ready-to-paint” guitars (see FIG 24)
that I import from overseas. However, for this Tiger guitar, I used a bunch
of parts I bought separately through eBay. 

The good thing about buying a complete “ready-to-paint” guitar is, it’s a
complete guitar with all of the pieces fitting together nicely: tight neck pock-
et, all of the holes are already drilled, guitar’s already reasonably set up,
etc. I already know how this guitar plays, so now it’s just a matter of disas-
sembling it and getting it ready for paint.

When deciding what to paint, keep in mind that it’s always best to use a
guitar that’s already a complete guitar over buying a bunch of parts that
may or may NOT go together easily. Neck joints can vary quite a bit which
means that YOU have to do those alterations - widening, filing, etc.  If you
don’t mind doing that, then you’re all set. But, if you’re new to assembling
guitars and painting them, feel free to contact me about what I have avail-
able in terms of “ready-to-paint” guitars. The stuff I carry is well-made and
very reasonably priced.  

If you’re not using a guitar where all of
the parts were made to go together,
before painting your project guitar, it’s
imperative that you put your guitar
together first before painting it. Set it up
as if you’re going to play it right now. You
don’t necessarily have to wire it up, but
do everything else. Make sure that every-
thing fits together properly. If any modifi-
cations need to be made such as widen-
ing a neck pocket, drilling holes for a
tremolo bridge, etc., you do those now -
prior to paint. You want to avoid doing
any drilling or filling after your finish is
done, otherwise, it’s likely that you could
somehow damage your finish while mak-
ing your modifications.

For demonstration purposes, I’m using a
basic ready-to-paint guitar - not the actual
guitar parts I used for this project, but
you’ll still get the idea of what’s involved.

Before starting, make sure you have
some sort of Rubbermaid container (see
FIG 23) to store all of your parts in. Use
something that preferably has a lid. That
way, you can close it up and not have to
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worry about any pieces falling out or
going missing.

With a guitar on my bench, it’s time to
start disassembling it. To start, I begin by
loosening all of the strings (see FIG 25),
letting them go good and slack. I then
use some wire cutters and snip each
string where a front pickup would sit (see
FIG 26). From there, I remove the strings
from the pegs, then loosen the allen keys
and remove the other half of the strings
from the Floyd Rose bridge (see FIG 26). 

Next, I’m onto the neck and removing the
tuning pegs, string tree, and Floyd Rose
nut (see FIG 27). If you’re planning on put-
ting together and painting several guitars
for yourself, the best thing you can do is
invest in some good tools. Even if you just
have a few good screwdrivers and some
socket wrenches, this is all you’ll need to
get started. (See Step 27 - Reassembling
Your Guitar - for some inexpensive tool
sets I purchased that would be ideal for
you.) For removing all of these parts, I
used one screwdriver throughout. When
removing all of these screws, I was very
careful not to strip out the head - which
can happen very easily. To remove all of
the screws, I tend to press down reason-
able hard while turning. This seems to pre-
vent stripping the head. 

Once the hardware on the neck was
removed, I removed the neck (see FIG
29). When all of the screws are out, hold
onto the neck and flip the guitar back on
its back and then remove the neck. The
reason is, there may be a shim in the
neck cavity, so pay attention to where that
shim is when you remove the neck; you’ll
want to put it back exactly where it was
when you go to reassemble this guitar.

With the neck removed, I flipped the gui-
tar back on its front and removed the
rest of the parts (see FIG 30). Instead of
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trying to pull the springs out by hand,
which can be dangerous, I just loosened
the claw’s screws and let the springs sort
of just fall off. From there, I removed the
bridge and took out the studs. However,
I’ve leaves the sleeves in the body and
cover over them when painting. I do this
because putting them back in can be tricky
and you can damage your finish if you’re
not careful. Leaving them in and masking
them up seems to be an easier solution.

As you can see in FIG 31, there’s minimal
wires in the control cavity; the black wire is
the pickup wire; the grey wire is the ground
wire which goes to the claw; and the pur-
ple/blue wire is the output jack wire. To
remove the wiring, I started by snipping the
wires for the output jack at about halfway
point (see FIG 32). You could heat up and
remove the wires from their soldered
points, but really, I’m going to remove all of
these wires and use new wire. 

For the ground wire that gets soldered to
the claw, I snipped that one very close to
its soldered point on the claw (see FIG
33). I’ll remove the soldered end later
when I’m wiring.

Finally, I snipped the pickup wire at
about its halfway point as well (see FIG
34). I may have to add more wire to this
wire when resoldering. However, it’s just
as easy to prep each wire’s end and
resolder it together.

With all of the wires now cut, I removed
the rest of these parts. My guitar body is now ready to be prepped.

If you have any reservations about snipping wires at a halfway point, then I
suggest you take a photo of how your wires are soldered onto your pot, or
draw a little diagram of the wiring. Truthfully, sometimes it’s easier to solder
black to black, white to white, red to red, etc., than it is remembering which
wire goes where when you’ve never soldered wires before. If you have
experience with wiring, then simply use whatever method you normally use.

More on wiring in Step 28.
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IMPORTANT: If you are planning to buy all new parts for your project
guitar, have ALL of your parts FIRST before beginning the painting
process.

You want to assemble the guitar with all of the new parts to make sure
everything fits, lines up, etc. before painting. If any new holes have to
be drilled, you want to do that in the old finish, not your new one. In
fact, you want to do very little drilling or filing to your new finish - that’s
why it’s crucial that you assemble the guitar first, get it working properly,
then disassemble, and start your project.



Now that step 1 is complete (all of the parts have been removed), it’s now
onto step 2 - removing the old finish.

When painting guitars, there are really two ways to prepare the body prior
to paint: stripping off the old finish and applying a new finish, or scuff-sand-
ing the old finish (or dulling the finish) and applying your new finish over
top of the dulled, old finish.

I normally recommend that when people are first starting out learning how 

to paint guitars, that they use the the first method - strip the old finish and
apply an entirely new finish. The main reason why I recommend this is, if
you get accustomed to always scuff-sanding a finish an applying your finish
over top of a dulled finish, you can get lazy in your approach and begin to
scuff-sand guitar bodies that should be completely stripped because their
finish is so bad.  Now, YOU may not do it, but I’ve had people email me
their pix, and then try to make excuses as to why they painted over top of
a guitar with cracks in the old finish. They were wrong to do it and simply
didn’t want to invest the amount of time involved with doing proper prep
work - and their finish paid the price.
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1. Stripping an existing finish and applying an entirely new finish

WHEN TO USE THIS METHOD: Your project body is beat up - has a lot of
chips/dents in it - you have no idea as to what type of paint it’s finished in.

PROS
• No paint compatibility issues, as
long as you’ve used totally compat-
ible paints
• You learn the entire process

CONS
• More time-consuming
• More sanding and prep work

2. Scuff-sanding an existing finish and applying your new finish over top
of a dulled finish

WHEN TO USE THIS METHOD: Your project body is in excellent condi-
tion - has no major flaws that can affect the new finish that will go over
top - is a catalyzed/hardened finish.

PROS
• Faster and more convenient
• Not much prep work involved
when the body is in great condition

CONS
• If the old finish has major flaws
like a crack in the finish, that will
affect the new finish that goes
over top. 



You can use whichever method is right for you, so long as you’re making
the right decision for the right reasons.
If your project body is in rough shape,
just spend the time to sand it down to
the sealer that’s already on the body,
or sand it to bare wood, if the body
doesn’t have a sealer on it, and go
from there. (Typically, bodies that
have a sunburst or translucent finish
don’t have a sealer over the wood.
More on sealing the body coming up
shortly.)

Stripping An Existing Finish And
Applying An Entirely New Finish

There are two ways to strip a body of
its finish - using paint stripper, or by
sanding off the finish using sandpaper,
sanding sponges, and/or an electric
sander. Personally, I prefer just sand-
ing the body down rather than using
paint stripper. Using paint stripper is
very messy (moreso than sanding),
it’s toxic stuff, and will burn your skin if
you accidentally get it on you (which
I’ve done several times when I used
that method). 

For a body that has a reasonably large, flat surface such as a Strat, you can
use an electric sander over most of the top and on the back without any
problems. (The sides and inside the horns will all need to be done by hand.)

However, for a body with an arch top
such as a Les Paul, you should stay
away from an electric sander. The
arch makes it very difficult to lay the
sander down properly, so by using it,
you could end up gouging the wood
where you don’t want to gouge it.

When working on an arch top, it’s best
to use a sanding sponge (paint strip-
per grit) like the one seen in FIG 34.
Sanding sponges are flexible so they
can conform to the arched top, and that makes sanding easier. However,
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FIG 35

Here’s a body I bought on eBay for $20. It
was routed for one humbucker which is why I
bought it. Dulling THIS finish and spraying
paint over top would’ve been RIDICULOUS!

FIG 36

FIG 37



because of the arched top, it also creates a slight problem: sanding the
back of the guitar - how do you lay it
flat? To alleviate that problem, I gather
up a few big towels and lay the body,
face down, on top of the towels. The
towels help to create a cushion for the
arched top and give me a more solid
way of sanding the back without
destroying the top. If your project gui-
tar is a Les Paul, try utilizing this
same technique for sanding the back.

All-in-all, removing a finish should
take you about 2-3 hours. By no
means is it a race. Take as long as you
have to when removing the old finish. 

To start, have a good, clean, flat surface to work on. Lay the guitar body on
top of some styrofoam (or a big towel) to protect the body from banging
against the table. When sanding, you’ll definitely want to be wearing a face
mask. This is old paint you’re removing, so the face mask will protect you
from breathing in all of the old particles. 

The sandpaper grit that you should start with is 220. If you’re finding that not
much finish is coming off with this grit, then move to 120-grit. This can be
normal sandpaper that you use for this step rather than a wet/dry sandpaper.

FIG 36 shows the typical layers
on a guitar body. In almost all
cases, a professional guitar is
finished with clear coating.
Underneath the clear coating
lies the paint; underneath the
paint lies primer in some cases;
underneath the primer lies
sanding sealer, or some other
sealer-type substance that fills
the grain of the wood. 

As you begin to sand through
the clear coat and the paint, I
would suggest that you move onto another area and do the same, remov-
ing the clear coating and the paint. 

If you can carefully keep the sanding sealer that’s already on the body, this
will save you a considerable amount of time in the prepping stage, as it will
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FIG 38

Using an electric sander is fine for a guitar
with a flat top. It’s not recommended on an
arch top such as a Les Paul.

FIG 39



eliminate the step where you’ll have to apply sanding sealer to seal the
body and get rid of the grain of the wood. 

If you don’t feel confident that you can keep the sealer that’s already there,
then don’t worry about it - simply sand down to the bare wood on the entire
body.

When sanding, whether you’re using an electric sander or you’re sanding
by hand, there’s no right way or wrong way to sand the finish off a guitar.
However, when sanding by hand, I tend to go in straight lines along the
length of the body, so I suggest that if you can, try to do the same. 

When using an electric sander, move the sander around the entire surface of
the body, trying to remove the finish evenly rather than staying in just one
spot. With an electric sander, it’s very easy to sand through the finish right to
bare wood, so that’s why you want to keep the sander moving at all times.

For the contours, leave them to do by hand. Don’t attempt to get your elec-
tric sander to mold to any curves. You’re asking for trouble if you do that.

For the sides and inside the horn, you’ll also have to do all of these areas
by hand. You may be able to use the sponges for some of it, but for areas
where the sponges won’t fit, simply tear off pieces of 220-grit sandpaper
and sand those parts by hand.

Once sanding is done and you’ve removed all of the old paint, go back
over the entire body with a less-course grit of sandpaper - let’s say a 320-
grit and just make it feel smoother to the touch.

If your project guitar is a Les Paul and you see yellowing on the binding (if
it has binding), continue to go over those areas with the 320-grit to try and
remove all of the yellowing. This is just old clear lacquer that has yellowed
with age. 

You’ll know you’re finished with the sanding stage when all of the paint has
been removed and most, if not all, of the yellowing around any binding is
gone (depending on whether your project body has binding or not). If
you’re satisfied with your sanding job, well done.

Scuff-Sanding An Existing Finish And Applying Your New Finish Over
Top Of A Dulled Finish

Scuff-sanding the finish using a 3M Finishing Pad is very much like using
sandpaper; for the most part, you’ll be rubbing in straight and circular motions.
The benefit to the pad is that it doesn’t really remove the finish/paint; it just
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scuffs and dulls it. (Still, I wore my mask when doing this step.)
You don’t have to apply as much pressure as you do when sanding, so
that’s another plus. 

You only have to remove the
shine, not the paint. I know
this seems like the easiest
way to prep a body - and it
is; but it’s not necessarily the
way you’re going to be able
to prep ALL of your bodies.
Painting over an existing fin-
ish with flaws will give you a
finish with flaws. The new
paint won’t hide anything. 

It’s not very often that you’ll
find a body with a perfect fin-
ish, so the easiest way to do
great finishes is by starting
your paint work at the sealer
coat.

For this project, I’m used a
body that had a finish, so I
did just scuff-sand it. The
body was brand-new and
flawless, so this method
worked perfectly.

Right now, though - it’s on to
Step 3.
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FIG 41

FIG 40

Here’s a body that’s had its surface dulled using a 3M
Finishing Pad - Fine Grit. 



It’s almost inevitable that when you buy a used guitar body, you’re going to
get something with a few dings in it.

Not to worry, though - those dings are
easy to fix.

With your project guitar body sanded
down to the sanding sealer or to bare
wood, it’s easier to fix those little dings
and holes.

For filling small holes and dings, I use
Bondo, which is a product used on
cars. I prefer this stuff over plastic
wood for filling small holes. Bondo
sands very nicely, so I recommend
you use Bondo over Plastic Wood.

To start, remove the lid from the Bondo
tube and squeeze out a little blob (see
FIG 43). With either your finger or a
plastic or metal scraper, simply press it
into the ding/hole (see FIG 45 and 46).
If you’re using a scraper, after pressing
it down firmly into the hole, simply slide
the scraper across the body and over
the Bondo to remove any excess.

Work on one part of the body at a time
and allow the substance to dry com-
pletely before sanding flat. For instance,
do all of the dings on the top of the
body first, then the sides, followed by
the back. Follow the directions on the
Bondo container for length you should
allow for drying time. (Most likely, you’ll
have to wait 1 - 2 hours per section -
top, sides, back - before sanding).

Your goal is to try to fill the ding/hole
as best as you can. It doesn’t matter
whether it’s absolutely perfect; once
the bondo has dried, you’re going to
block sand it to try to level, or even it
out, so that it blends in with the rest of
the body. 
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FIG 42

This small dent, if left unfixed, would be very
obvious when your finish is complete.

FIG 43

FIG 44

FIG 45

Using a plastic or metal scraper, slide across
the body removing any excess Bondo.

Remove the lid and squeeze out a small blob.



Go slowly and pay careful attention to the height of the Bondo; you don’t
want a hump where you placed the
substance. You want to remove any
humps so that as you rub your hand
across the body, the Bondo has filled
the dings/holes and the area has been
leveled.

If you happen to go too deep as you
block sand and accidentally remove all
of the Bondo from the hole, simply
repeat the step again - fill in the ding,
allow it to dry, and then block sand it
flat.

You shouldn’t be in a hurry during this
step.  All of the extra attention you put
into this prep work will make a huge
difference in the quality of the paint
and finish.Take your time, and don’t
settle for a sloppy job!

When you’ve finished, you’re ready to
move onto Step 4.
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FIG 47

I used Bondo to fix this modification to a set-
neck ESP LTD. I removed the strong edge
and made it easier to play up high. The
Bondo filled the grain of the Mahogany per-
fectly. After painting, it was flawless.

FIG 46

Here it is all evened out.

PLEASE NOTE: When trying to fill in pickup holes, do not use Bondo or
Plastic wood. These products are for small holes like screw holes and
dents. In the past, I used marine epoxy (resin and hardener) to fill pickup
holes with pretty good success. Over time, with the way that wood
expands and contracts, you may see the line around the pickup hole start
to appear. It's very difficult to prevent this, but with the marine epoxy,
because of its hardness, it seemed to do the job better than anything else
I tried. Still, over time, the line of the pickup hole that you filled may
appear and there's not really much you can do about that.

HOW GOOD IS BONDO? If you’ve ever watched the TV show, American
Chopper, have you ever noticed how rough the bike looks before it goes to
paint - with messy welding and rough edges up and down the bike? Ever
noticed how amazing and flawless it all looks when it comes back AFTER
paint? What do you think they used to smooth out all of the flaws and get
that perfectly smooth finish prior to paint? - You guess it... BONDO.



If the guitar you’re painting has a “bolt-on” neck, you’ll have to mask the
neck pocket prior to painting. 

It’s important that you do this to pre-
vent the sanding sealer and paint
from getting into this area. When the
job is complete, you want your neck
to sit in its cavity as well as it did
before you painted.

Keeping the area masked ensures
that the area will be free of sealer
and paint.

Using some masking tape, simply lay
down strips of tape, overlapping
each strip slightly (see FIG 48). I
also run a piece up the side of the
pocket - once again, to ensure that
the neck will fit back in without a
problem (see FIG 49).

Once the cavity has been completely
masked off, take your X-Acto knife
and cut the masking tape just inside
the neck cavity. Cutting slightly
inside the neck cavity (see FIG 49)
will make it less likely that you’ll pull
up the finish as you remove the tape.

If you’re painting a body that already
has Floyd Rose sleeves inside the
body, you don’t have to remove them
in order to paint; just cover them with
masking tape and cut around them
like I’ve done in FIG 50. 

Once the tape has been laid and cut, it’s on to Step 5.
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FIG 48

FIG 49

FIG 50

PLEASE NOTE: If you’re painting a set-neck guitar, refer to my free
newsletters on how to do that. Check out BONUS ITEMS at the back of
this book for where to access them.



The purpose of adding this stick with the hook to your project guitar body is
so that you can hang it as it dries.

The wood also acts as a handle as
you’ll see further in the book. I hold
the body with the stick and turn and
flip it as I paint.

To attach the stick to the body, simply
hold the stick in place with one hand
while you pre-drill holes using a drill
with the other hand (see FIG 52).

Sometimes, when a body has a hole
in the center of the four neck plate
screw holes, I’ll use a wing nut and
bolt to secure it to the body (see FIG
53). You can also use the existing
neck plate screw holes to attach it, too.

Before tightening the nut, though, I
insert a shim into the neck pocket (see
FIG 51 and 54). I do this to create a
gap between the stick and the body. 

When applying the finish, the clear
really does get built up quite a bit. With
this gap created by the shim, you
won’t have to score the finish in order
to separate the stick from the body
later on - when you’re ready to pro-
ceed to the finishing steps. 

Whether you use a screw and wing
nut, or two regular wood screws,
make sure they’re good and tight. The
last thing you want is for the screws
to give out while you’re painting.You
want it to feel nice and secure.

Once the stick has been securely fas-
tened to the body, it’s on to Step 6.
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FIG 52

FIG 51

FIG 53

FIG 54



One of the challenges with trying to create a factory guitar finish is in mak-
ing a piece of wood look like a sheet of
glass or plastic prior to painting it. In
other words, if you’re painting solid col-
ors, you don’t want your wood to look
like wood before you’re ready to spray
your paint. Otherwise, with the wood’s
grain showing through, your guitar body
is going to look more like part of a fence
in someone’s front yard than a beautiful-
ly finished guitar. 

This is where sanding sealer, or some
sort of sealer coat comes in. The sealer
acts as a filler and fills the grain of the
wood so that when your body is sanded
flat prior to painting, the body will be
perfectly smooth and all of the grain will
have disappeared. So, applying paint on
a body that has a very smooth surface
is the first key step in creating a factory
guitar finish.

That is your goal during this step. If
you’ve scuff-sanded a body and you’re
painting over an existing finish, you can
skip this step - which is what I’ve done
for my Tiger’s body. However, I do rec-
ommend that you read this step as this
is a very important step in the creation
of great guitar finishes.

For the sealer coats, you can apply
these coats with either a brush, or you
can use a Preval Sprayer - which is not
listed as one of the supplies you’ll need
simply because, depending on what
you’re painting, you may not need to
apply sealer to your body at all. (Also, if
you own any sort of spray gun and
compressor, you can use that set up as
well to apply the sealer coats.)

What To Use For Your Sealer Coat

I’ve used both lacquer-based and urethane-based sealers when painting
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If you sand through your sealer coat to bare
wood, do not leave it as is. Apply more
sealer, allow it to dry, then sand it flat. If I
applied paint over this body with the bare
wood showing through, those areas would
look terrible.

I applied two coats of the AEROMAX 2K
Clear as a sealer coat.

FIG 55

FIG 56



guitars. Personally, I don’t recommend using a polyurethane-based sealer
at all - even if you’re using an automotive urethane-based paint for your
project. The sealer tends to gum as you’re sanding it, rather than becoming
“powdery.” In fact, you can scrape if off using your nail. So clearly, this is
not the ideal stuff to use for sealing your guitar body. 

If you’re wondering what’s the difference between a urethane sealer and a
urethane automotive paint, the crucial difference is that AEROMAX 2K
clear uses a catalyst to harden
the paint/clear whereas, with a
urethaane sealer, there’s noth-
ing you add to harden it. So, it
tends to have a “gummy” feel
to it.

I regularly use a lacquer-based
sanding sealer with an automo-
tive urethane-based paint with-
out any problems. Normally, I
don’t recommend that you mix
paints like lacquer and ure-
thane at all if you’re new to
painting guitars and you don’t
understand how each paint
works. But using this combination - the lacquer-based sealer and the auto-
motive urethane-based paint will work.

However, be aware that mixing paints, in some instances, can be a disas-
ter. I address this topic quite a bit throughout my free newsletters (You’ll
find out how to access the newsletters in the BONUS ITEMS - located at
the back of this book).

If you have the money, and you’re going to use an automotive urethane-
based paint, I would recommend sealing the wood with: 1. AEROMAX 2K
Clear, or 2. a Catalyzed Primer. (If you have a spray gun/compressor set
up, and have access to automotive paint, you don’t need to use aerosol
cans at all. Use similar products that can be applied with your spray gun.)
The addition of the catalyst makes the primer and the clear dry and harden
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FIG 57

Stay away from MINWAX Urethane Sanding Sealer, or
any other urethane-based sealer.

If this is your first guitar painting project, I recommend going with
the easiest, and most cost-effective combination: a lacquer-based
sealer and a lacquer-based paint. (After you’ve done one complete
guitar paint job and you’re aware of all that’s involved with creating a
great guitar finish, you can then try using an automotive urethane-
based paint, if you wish.)



very fast - within a day or so. Once hardened, you can sand it smooth,
then, you can apply ANYTHING over
top without any fear of a reaction in
paints.

Brushing On Your Sealer

When brushing on your sealer, don’t
be too worried if it doesn’t appear to
be going on smoothly, or it looks
blotchy; what we’re trying to accom-
plish with the sealer is simply to fill the
grain of the wood. Whether it looks
pretty or not, is irrelevant. 
Lacquer-based sanding sealer dries
very quickly,  so if you’re planning on
using lacquer-based paint for this proj-
ect, you’ll be able to apply most of the sealer in a day. 

Apply 5 - 8 thin coats around the entire body (even the binding, if you’re
painting a body with binding), allowing each coat to dry before applying the
next. I tend to hold the guitar by the stick and flip and turn it, covering the
entire body all at once (see FIG 58). You should try to do the same. If
you’re having a hard time doing that, simply work on one side at a time, as
in Step 3 when you applied the Bondo. If you’re sealing a mahogany body
or something with a deep grain, you’ll
have to apply at least 8 coats - possi-
bly more.

Spraying On Your Sealer

I’ve used both methods when applying
my sealer coats to various projects,
but truthfully, I prefer spraying on my
coats. It’s just easier to do it this way -
and cleaner, too. 

To apply, use a Preval Sprayer as I’m
doing in FIG 59. (By the way - you can
purchase a Preval Sprayer at just
about any local hardware store). Pour
some sealer into the jar that comes
with the Preval Sprayer, attach the
nozzle/sprayer and you’re ready to go.
(If you’re new to using aerosol cans and painting guitars, refer to Step 8 for
my spraying technique).
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FIG 58

FIG 59

Using a Preval Sprayer to spray on your
sealer coats is very easy to do and requires
less clean up.



You’ll find that the Preval Sprayer will occasionally spit paint as you’re
spraying. This is a result of the can getting too cold from the compressed
air inside. Because it’s only sealer you’re applying, it’s not a big deal
because eventually, you’ll be sanding this down; if it were paint, though,
this could give you some unwanted
paint splatters, if you were trying to
create a fade or a sunburst.

You can buy lacquer-based sand-
ing sealer in an aerosol can, but
I’m going to recommend that you
don’t buy those; there’s just too
much thinner in those cans (which
is necessary in order for it to spray
nicely without clogging the nozzle).
You’ll spray an entire can and find
that your body is no where NEAR
being sealed. 

As with brushing on the sealer,
you’ll want to apply 5 - 8 coats of
sealer using the Preval Sprayer around the entire body (even the binding, if
you’re painting a body with binding), allowing each coat to dry before
applying the next - usually about 30 minutes to an hour.

Once you’ve applied 5 - 8 thin
coats, either by brush or by spray-
ing, it’s time to sand your body
smooth. However, give your body a
full 24 hours to dry before sanding.
If you’re painting a body with a flat
top such as a strat, you can use an
electric sander on most of the
body. However, avoid using the
sander on any contours; do those
areas by hand. 

For sandpaper, start with some 320
wet/dry sandpaper. You’ll be using
it dry. As you sand, keep the
sander moving at all times. This is
so that you’ll sand your body even-
ly. If you keep your sander in one
area too long, you run the risk of
sanding through the sealer and also possibly going too deep and affecting
your body’s surface.
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FIG 60

You don’t have to use an electric sander to sand
your sealer coat smooth. You can use a sanding
block just as well.

FIG 61

When it comes to sanding the sides, there’s no way
around it - those have to be done by hand.



If you don’t own an electric sander, or don’t feel like you want to use an
electric sander, not a problem; sim-
ply use a sanding block that you
bought or made. Begin by wrap-
ping a piece of 320-grit wet/dry
sandpaper around it. Using the
paper dry, you can sand in a circu-
lar motion or you can make long
passes as you sand, but don’t try
to work in one area for too long.
Move around the entire body, bit-
by-bit. Remember - what you’re try-
ing to do during this step is to
smooth out the sealer, so that,
eventually, your body will be per-
fectly smooth and all of the grain
will have disappeared. 

Using the block will help you to create a flatter, more-perfect sanding job.
You want to remove all of the bumps and humps, so pay careful attention
while sanding. 

When you’ve gotten it to a point where you think it looks pretty good, and
you can’t feel any grain, you’re ready to move on. However, if after sand-
ing, you can still feel the grain of the wood, or you sanded through in some
areas, simply apply three more coats as you did prior. After the coats have
dried, get out the 400-grit sandpaper, and sand the body flat again. Your
goal during this step is to remove ALL of the grain. You want your body to
look like a piece of glass or plastic that you’re applying your paint to - not
wood.  If it’s still showing the grain, your guitar will look like a fence post -
and you don’t want that.

The magic phrase throughout this very important step is, “don’t be in a
hurry.” Prep work that’s done well will make your paint job look that much
more professional. This is THE step that separates the amateurs from the
potential pros.

If your body is uneven, the paint will not hide that at all, so don’t even think
about moving onto the next step until you’ve got your guitar body looking
flat and smooth. 

If you skip over this step just to rush to the paint work, you’re cheating
yourself out of doing it properly. Trust me on that. I know that sanding is
boring... but it’s absolutely necessary.

Just remember - your true reward will be an awesome paint job, not just a
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FIG 62

This is a body that I purchased that was a “ready-
to-paint” body from another manufacturer. However,
they sanded through several areas (the lighter
areas), so before painting this body, I had to fix/seal
those areas.



so-so paint job.

Ready to move on?... Step 7, here we come.
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IMPORTANT POINTS: If you were able to keep the sealer coat that
was already on your project body, you don’t have to worry about this
step at all.

If you’re painting over an existing finish, again, the previous finish will
act as your sealer, as the finish is probably pretty flat. All you need to
do is to scuff-sand the body and you’ll be good to go.

Electric sanders are powerful. If you’re painting an arch top guitar such
as a Les Paul-style guitar, you don’t want to use an electric sander.
Rather, choose some sanding sponges instead; they can mold and con-
form to the arch of the body (whereas, the sander can’t. It will, in all
likelihood, gouge the body in places you don’t want it to.)



If you’re planning on painting a Les Paul-style body with binding, you’ll
have to mask off the binding after sanding the sealer and before painting.

In fact, if you try to paint a Les Paul-style body and you DON’T mask off the
binding, and I find out - YOU’LL NEVER HEAR THE END OF IT!

The binding on a Les Paul is what makes those bodies look so darn good.
Painting over it would be foolish!

Masking the binding is not a difficult
step - it’s no harder than anything else
involved in painting a guitar.
Preserving the binding though, will
make your body look amazing, once
it’s finished.

The easiest way to mask the binding is
to use 3M Fine Line tape. To do this, I
use the 1/8” size. 

I begin by holding an entire roll in my
right hand. As I lay it down, I use my
left hand to press it down along the
edge of the binding - bending it per-
fectly into position. (That’s the beauty
of this tape - it can be twisted and
turned to follow just about any line or
edge you need.)

I go around the entire top of the body
this way, inch-by-inch, until I’ve fol-
lowed the edge of the binding perfect-
ly. As you’re doing it, don’t be afraid to
lift the tape up and reposition it, either.

When the top is done, I then do the exact same thing along the edge of the
binding on the side - using the 1/8” size.

When both of the edges are done, I then take a roll of 3M 1/4 green mask-
ing tape and follow the fine line tape, making sure it’s overlapping the fine
line tape and no gaps are visible.

Although it may seem like a lot of work doing it this way - running the fine
line tape along two edges, then having to run more tape in between, it’s the
easiest way to do it, and it’ll give you close-to-perfect results. (As long as
you’ve followed the edge of the binding perfectly.)
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FIG 63

FIG 64



Plus, I also recommend using these sizes specifically over any larger sizes. 

If your project body has binding on the bottom as well, just repeat the same
technique you just used. However, be careful when moving the body on the
surface it’s sitting on; you don’t want to accidentally remove the tape you
just laid.

You’ll find that this step
is not difficult at all, just
a little time-consuming. 

Remember - there’s
never a hurry for doing
the prep work; the bet-
ter the job you do now,
the better the final out-
come.

Once the binding has
been masked, pat
yourself on the back.

You’re now ready to
move onto Step 8.
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FIG 65

This is a custom airbrush job I did for ESP Guitars. This paint job
looks so much better because I preserved the awesome binding
they put on these guitars by masking it off.



So, you may be wondering why we’re spraying primer and not jumping
straight to the paint? Well, for a couple of reasons: Primer helps to bond
the paint to the body. Without it, you may find that your paint is doing
strange things as it hits the sealer. The primer tends to make the paint stick
nicely, eliminating any “funky” patches in your paint.

Primer is also good to use because it allows you to see any flaws that you
might’ve missed during the sealing stage. The primer acts like a sealer too,
because it fills any leftover grain and/or any little dings or holes that may
still be there. It can be sanded just like the sealer. You’ll see what I mean
after you’ve applied your first few coats and they’ve dried. You’ll be able to
see first-hand whether you did an excellent job of sealing your body or just
a “so-so” job. If it appears your sealer is uneven, sand the primer down
and reapply a few more coats of primer to help even it out.

If you find that, after you’ve applied a couple of coats of primer that your
body doesn’t look anywhere near as flat and smooth as it should, don’t be
afraid to continue sanding - even if it means that you remove all of the
primer to help even it all out.

I’ve said it already once, but I’ll say it
again: Sealing your body properly prior to
paint is what sets potential pros apart from
amateurs. You don’t have to tell me that
sanding is tedious - I’ve been doing it for
over 20 years. But think of sealing and
prepping your body as the foundation of
your paint work - without a great surface to
paint on, your paint work will look plain
BAD - no matter how crisp your lines may
be. If you spend the effort to properly sand
and level your sealer, and you make sure
that no grain is showing through, your
paint work will be that much better
because of that little extra effort. So, if that
means sanding your primer coats right off
to level the sealer, then do it. 

So, back to priming. When applying primer (for this project, it should be
white), you’ll find that it dries very fast. You may find that, after spraying the
entire body, most of it is already dried.  Still, you want to give yourself at least
30 minutes between coats to allow the primer to completely dry and settle. If
you pay attention, you’ll notice a big difference in the primer from when you
finish spraying to 30 minutes later. You’ll notice that it’s much more level.
When applying your primer coats (as well as paint coats and clear coats)
you want to avoid applying heavy coats as much as possible. Spraying thin
coats allows the primer, paint, and clear to dry faster with zero runs. In fact,
I don’t even remember the last time I got a run in my paint. 
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FIG 66

Spraying some primer. And... WEARING
MY MASK!



Once you can understand the concept of thin
coats, you’ll be that much further ahead. I know
that it’s human nature to want to keep applying
paint until you’ve got a nice, solid color, but that
desire will only lead to disaster. Trust me on
that. Thin coats at all times.

So, now that I’ve drilled that into your head (but
I will address it again), let me discuss my tech-
nique for spray painting in general because
you’ll be using this technique, or a similar one,
for ALL of your spray painting, not just while
using the primer. (This explanation assumes
that you have virtually no experience with spray
painting. If you have experience and want to do
it your way, then, by all means, go right ahead.)

The first thing you should know is, like guitar
playing, technique is very important. The better
your spraying technique, the better the final
results. That’s not to say that your painting has
to be absolutely flawless - it doesn’t. However,
you should concentrate on trying to do as good
a job as possible, applying thin coats instead of
thick coats at all times... This is A MUST. 

When you’re ready to start spraying the primer,
you’re going to be holding the guitar in one
hand while you spray with the other (see FIG
66 previous page).

I hold the guitar many different ways while spray-
ing - upside down, right-side up, sideways, etc.
Hold it whichever way is comfortable for you. If
you find that the guitar body is a little heavy for
you, try painting the body with the guitar upside
down as I’m doing in FIG 66. This way, the
weight of the body is above your hand rather
than below. If this method is still too heavy for
you, hang the guitar and spray sections at a time.

As I paint, I like to overlap each coat by about
50%. I start my first pass across the body, half
on the body and half off (see FIG 67). I also
like to start the spray off the body and run the
spray past the body (see FIG 67). Doing this
makes for a much cleaner pass across and vir-
tually eliminates paint spatters (the paint shoot-
ing out in big drops). As in FIG 67, I run my first
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FIG 67



pass across left to right, followed by the next pass right to left, the next left
to right, etc., overlapping each pass by roughly 50%. I zig-zag my way up
the entire body this way, both sides.

For the next coat, I like to go in the
opposite direction; for example, if I
went left to right, right to left for the
first coat, I’ll go up and down, down
and up for the next coat; again,
always overlap each pass by roughly
50%. I feel doing it this way helps to
even out any inconsistencies in my
spraying technique. 

When I apply each coat, I usually do
the sides of the guitar body first, fol-
lowed by the back, and then the
front. The reason I do this is that if
the paint is coming out of the can in
an inconsistent manner, then it’ll be
on areas of the guitar that aren’t so
visible. You can try it this way to see
if it’s comfortable for you. 

When painting the sides, I paint similarly to the rest of the body; I start the
spray half on the side and half off the side, and I overlap all of the coats.
For painting the bottom of the guitar, I flip the body upside down and spray
two to four passes, overlapping the coats by 50%. 

Another important aspect to painting is your tempo. Each pass across the
body is roughly 1 - 1.5 full seconds.
I definitely don’t zip across the body
spraying on little bits of paint and
neither should you. I allow for good
coverage, and I always try to main-
tain a distance of about 10” from the
body. 

In case you’re starting to worry that
you’re not going to do a good job,
let me let you in on an important
fact: when a paint job has some
sort of design on it like this project,
you’ll be putting on roughly 25 thin
coats of paint. If you’re worried that
one bad or uneven paint coat is
going to ruin the job, don’t worry
about it - it won’t!

FIG 68

If holding your guitar by the stick and painting it
is too difficult for you, simply hang it up in a
spot where you can walk around it and spray it
that way. 

FIG 69

After spraying your primer coats, if your body is
still not level, get out a sanding block, some 320-
grit sandpaper, and sand the body down so it’s
level. Don’t be afraid to sand off a lot of the primer
in an effort to get a perfectly even surface. 
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Alright, let’s discuss the primer coats again. You’ll be applying thin coats of
primer, allowing each coat to dry completely
before applying another. In between each coat,
look for little surface bumps. If you find any, which
most likely, you will, sand them lightly with 400-grit
wet/dry sandpaper not using any water. Your goal
is to try and cover the entire body with solid coat
of primer and to keep the surface of the body rela-
tively smooth. Expect to do roughly five coats of
primer over the entire body. If you accidentally
sand through your primer to sealer, just leave it.
That won’t affect the paint.

After your final coat, give the body one final light
sanding with 400-grit wet/dry sandpaper dry to
remove any bumps or blemishes. Congratulations!
Your body is now ready for your first coat of color!
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FIG 71

FIG 70

FIG 72

FIG 73

After I applied my primer on
another project body, I could
still see some grain.

I applied Bondo right over top
of the primer.

Once the Bondo was dry, I
sanded it flat using 320-grit.

I then reapplied primer back
over top of the fix.

AN IMPORTANT POINT: If you use Bondo
over top of primer, be aware that it can start
to dissolve the primer. Try to dab it on,
spread it once, then leave it.

Once the Bondo has dried (give it at least
three hours), sand it back down to smooth
and flat using 400-grit wet/dry sandpaper
and use it dry. The Bondo sands very nicely,
so this should be a fairly easy fix, but still -
use a careful touch. When you’re done sand-
ing the area, it’ll probably look like FIG 72.

Remove any excess dust and debris on the
body with a damp paper towel. Allow it to be
free of any water before spraying the primer
again. Apply light coats until eventually, the
area is smooth and flat like FIG 73.



Before we spray our first coat of paint,
blow into the body cavities to remove any
debris that may still be in there (close
your eyes to prevent getting debris and
dust in your eyes), or use a can of com-
pressed air to blow inside the cavities.
Take a damp paper towel and wipe off
the entire guitar body, removing any dust
or debris that might still be on there. You
can also use a folded over peice of
masking tape to do this as well (see FIG
74). When the body’s dried, we’re ready
to go.

Now that we’re ready to paint, our first coat of paint is going to be yellow.

Here are the paints that I used for this body:

Krylon® - All Purpose Primer White #1315 (1 can)
Krylon® - Glossy White  #1501 (1 can)
Krylon® - Glossy Black #1601 (1 can)
Krylon® - Sun Yellow #1806 (1 can)
Krylon® - Crystal Clear Gloss #1301 (3-4 cans)

For YOUR Tiger, you are NOT going to use Krylon paint. Choose any-
thing else but Krylon. If you want to use lacquer, choose Duplicolor
instead.

Okay, as I’ve mentioned several times
already, you’ll be applying THIN coats of
paint rather than trying to cover the entire
guitar in one application. Don’t expect
your guitar to be a solid yellow until at
least your third coat. Remember - putting
your paint on in thin coats allows it to dry
faster with less runs, making it easier for
masking off the tiger-stripe design.

If you use a urethane enamel paint for
your project, you’ll probably want to
spray a white base coat prior to spraying
the yellow. The reason for this is, yellow
in an automotive urethane is somewhat
transparent, so it’s harder to get a solid
yellow - unless you apply a white first... so, that’s what you need to do.

If you use a lacquer-based paint, you won’t have that problem. After sever-
al thin coats, you’ll have a nice, solid yellow.
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FIG 75

Spraying my first thin coat of yellow.

FIG 74

Using the sticky side of a piece of tape
can make it very easy to remove paint
chips or any other debris still on your
body’s surface.



Now that you’ve already sprayed the primer, you probably have a better feel
for how to spray the sides and the bottom of the guitar. As I’ve said, I like to
do all of the sides and bottom first, fol-
lowed by the back, then the front. If you’re
doing it this way, continue with that order
or whatever has been working for you. 

Continue with the same painting tech-
nique I described in the last chapter; go
left to right, followed by right to left, etc.,
zig-zagging up the entire body this way,
overlapping each pass by roughly 50%.
Your next coat should be up and down,
down and up, etc., covering the entire
sides, front, and back of the body this
way; again, always try to overlap each
pass by roughly 50%.

Allow each coat to dry for at least an hour
before applying the next coat. (Check
your container for exact time they recom-
mend.) You won’t have to sand between
coats unless you find a run. 

If you happen to notice the paint running
as you’re spraying, do what I’m doing in
FIG 76. Hold the body horizontal for a
several minutes. This will definitely stop
the run in its tracks.

When you’ve covered the entire body with
a nice, solid yellow color, look it over mak-
ing sure that your color is solid  -with no
other colors showing through from under-
neath.

If you used lacquer, allow the body to dry
for at least three days before proceeding
to the next step. Wait one full day if you
used urethane enamel. This will give the
paint ample time to dry and settle.

Ready to move on? Step 10 is up next.
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FIG 76

FIG 77

Here’s a 5150 with just one coat of red
on it. This should give you an idea of how
little I spray for a first coat. With each
additional coat, you get a more solid
color. By the fourth or fifth coat, my red
was a nice, solid red.
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DEALING WITH RUNS: All runs should be removed as best as possi-
ble before masking your body and applying additional paint. If you find
a run that looks like it may be a problem when you mask, start by tak-
ing a small piece of 400-grit wet/dry sandpaper with no water and, with
a delicate touch, try to remove as much of it as you can, rubbing in the
direction of the drip with light pressure. Be very careful not to go down
to primer or wood. “Proceed with caution,” as the sign would say.  It
doesn’t have to be absolutely perfect; just try to level it out as best as
you can. 

As long as you’ve taken out the meat of the run, you’ll be okay to move
on. Also, don’t worry that the paint will be dull in that area. That will be
undetectable once we spray our clear coats. 

If you happen to go through to primer when trying to remove a run, sim-
ply spot spray the area to put a solid color back in place. In fact, if it’s
on the top (or bottom), lay the guitar flat and spray just in the area of the
sand-through. Just shoot a copy of sprays on it and let it sit for an hour.
Come back and do it again. Repeat until the color is solid again.
Keeping your guitar flat will help to build up the paint without it running
again.

Later in the book, I address how to handle a drip in the clear.

PAINTING OUTDOORS: If you live in an area of the country where
you get rain and snow, painting outdoors will be difficult. You DO NOT
want to be painting when it’s raining or drizzling. Water hitting the body
while you paint will cause air bubbles and imperfections, which may be
impossible to fix. If you’re scheduled to paint on a day when the weath-
er is bad, don’t paint that day. Wait as long as you have to in order for
it to be clear and dry. 

In fact, check out my SPECIAL REPORT on painting through the cold
months. You can access it by visiting my website:
http://www.paintyourownguitar.com Then, click on the top image in
the left-hand margin. 



One of the cool things about this design is the feathered white edges on
the sides. To accomplish this look, you’re going to have to make some
masks made out of posterboard to
cover the front and back. Using the
posterboard rather than masking it
with tape will give you those feath-
ered edges. 

I used a piece of posterboard 48” X
36”; by placing the body as far to
the edge as possible, I was able to
make both masks using just one
piece.

I didn’t do anything special when
tracing my body; I just followed the
shape holding my pencil at a 90-
degree angle. Doing it this way
rather than angling my pencil in
adds about an extra 1/4” to the
shape, which is good. Once my
shapes were drawn, I cut them out
with scissors.

I was fairly accurate when cutting
out the shapes, but by no means
was I perfect with my cuts. As you’ll
see, the posterboard pieces act as
masks to keep paint from getting on
the front and back. 

For one of the pieces, I cut a notch
for the neck cavity (see FIG 80 -
the piece on the right). I did this so
the posterboard wouldn’t rest on
the wooden stick and create a gap;
that would make it very easy for
paint to get down onto the body.

In our next step, we’re going to
place these masks into place using
masking tape.

When you’re done making these masks, you can move on to Step 11.
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FIG 78

FIG 79

FIG 80



Now that we’ve let the yellow sit
for a few days, we’re ready to pro-
ceed with spraying the sides
white. Time to pull out your poster-
board masks!

As you can see in the photos, I
use 3M masking tape folded over,
and I place pieces roughly 5”
apart around the entire body. I
place it roughly 1” in from the
edge. I do this so that the bristle-
board is firmly in place, but not so
tight to the edge that it creates a
hard line of paint; you want a
feathered look to it. 

Begin by placing your tape around
one side of the body - either the
front or the back, it’s up to you.
Remember that the mask that has
the cut out for the neck goes on
the front (see FIG 83).

Once one side is taped and the
mask is in place, flip the body
over and do the other side.

Try to position the masks so that
they are perfectly positioned with
the same amount of overhang
around the entire body.

When both masks are in position,
place some tape on top of the
mask and tape it down to the
wooden stick so that no paint can
get underneath and ruin the top
(see FIG 83).

Excellent - You’re ready to spray
your sides white.

By the way - you would use this
same technique for other sunburst
finishes as well. Lifting the poster-
board off of the body allows the edge color to bleed onto the body more -
creating more of a traditional strat sunburst look. To lift the posterboard off
of the body, use paper towel rolls and cut them to heights of roughly 2” - 3”. 
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FIG 82

FIG 83



We’re now at the hardest part of this
job. You really only have one shot at it,
so I’m going to explain the best way to
do this step and a few things to watch
out for.

First off, I used a Preval Spray Gun to
spray the sides. After doing it, I found
no benefit to using this gun. Shortly
after doing this body, I did a small
tiger-striped Epiphone Les Paul for my
son using just a can of spray paint,
and it worked perfectly. So, you’ll be
fine to use a can of spray paint to do
your sides... you don’t need to use a
Preval Spray Gun.

When spraying the sides, you should
spray parallel to the body for most of it,
and you should be at least 12” away
from the body. (There were times when
I was further than 15” away.) In the
photos, I’m closer than 12”, but that’s
because the Preval Gun doesn’t have
the same type of spray pattern as an
aerosol can does. 

Also, when spraying the sides, there
are two areas where you’ll need to pay
extra special attention: the arm contour
and the body contour. 

I didn’t use tape in those areas to hold
the masking tight to the body; rather, I
just let the masks sit flat, which left
open gaps. I was very careful not to
spray parallel in those areas. Had I
done so, I would’ve filled those entire
areas with white paint. To compensate,
I adjusted where I was holding my
spray gun, and I used the masking as
sort of a shield to keep the white paint
from spreading down further into those
areas.
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FIG 84

FIG 85

FIG 86



In FIG 84 (previous page), I am actually spraying behind the body and
using the mask as a shield to lessen the amount of paint hitting the sides.
You’ll probably want to do the same sort of thing on your body.

As you can see in FIG 86, although the
white drapes a little further into the
body than elsewhere (as indicated by
the arrow), it would’ve been much
worse had I not compensated by
adjusting where I was holding my
spray gun.

As for my spraying technique, I used
long passes along the sides and
applied the paint in thin thin coats. I
don’t know that I ever took a break and
put the guitar down; I just continued to
spray the sides, flipping the body and
working over other sections once I was
satisfied with what I was working on. 

Once again, this is the most crucial
portion of this paint job, so don’t rush
doing the sides. Also, don’t be afraid to
move your spray can in close, then fur-
ther away - to achieve the right feath-
ered look on the edges - this is exactly
what I did. In effect, what you’re sort of
doing is adjusting the amount of paint
that’s coming out of the gun. When you
hold your spray can further away, the
paint is mistier, which helps to soften
the edges.

When you’ve gotten your edges to where you think they look good, take a
break, put down your spray can, and have a look. But don’t remove the
masks just yet; just lift up a section of one and have a peak to see what it
looks like. If you’re satisfied with the look, let the guitar hang for an hour
before removing the masks and tape. If you want to do a little more, press
the mask back into place and continue.

When you’re done, pat yourself on the back - that was challenging! 

If you used lacquer, give yourself three days to let the paint dry before mov-
ing on to Step 13. Give yourself one day if you used urethane enamel.
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FIG 87

FIG 88



Before transferring the tiger-striped
design to the body, you have to
mask the entire body. 

Using your blue 2” 3M masking
tape, start at the top edge of your
body and lay a strip of tape, as I’ve
done in FIG 89. 

After your first piece of tape has
been laid, follow that piece with
another and overlap your first
piece by about 1/4”.

Continue laying down the tape this
way, overlapping each piece by
about 1/4” until the top of the body
has been completely covered.

Once the top is covered, continue
with this same method and cover
the back as well. The entire body
has to be covered so that you don’t
get any overspray on areas that
aren’t supposed to be painted. 

Once the top and back were com-
pletely covered, I went back and
trimmed all of the excess tape off
of it so that, when I lay the mask-
ing down on the sides, I don’t have
this big ball of messy tape getting
in the way when it comes time to
cut out the design (see FIG 90). 

I left masking the sides until last. I
don’t know if this is better than
doing the sides first. I know I pre-
fer separating the masking of the
top and bottom, though. It makes
for a cleaner masking job. After
you’ve done a few project guitars,
you may find you prefer one way
of masking more than another. 

One thing I recommend you do is NOT stretch the masking tape when
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FIG 89

FIG 90

FIG 91

FIG 92



placing it on the sides - especially in the valleys. If you stretch the tape, it
will eventually lift from the tension. The best way to do these areas is to
simply let the tape fall into place using one hand to guide it while the other
hand presses it firmly down. Without the added tension, it’s not likely it’ll lift
doing it this way.

Once your body is entirely masked, go over the body and make sure that
all of the tape is down firmly and that there are no gaps. 

When you’re finished, we’re ready to move on to Step 14.
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IMPORTANT: Since writing this book in 2004, I’ve come to find out that
3M now place a warning on their 2” blue masking tape. It says, NOT TO
BE USED WITH LACQUER. 

So, before buying 3M masking tape, look for this on the inner portion of
the roll. If you see it, then purchase different masking tape. It doesn’t
have to be blue and it doesn’t have to be made by 3M. So long as the
masking tape doesn’t say, NOT TO BE USED WITH LACQUER.



You’ll find the link to the M1-Tiger template close to the back of the book
along with a full explanation as to how to uncompress it and print it.

There are a couple of ways to
take the template and piece it
together. If you have an image-
editing program such as
Photoshop or Photoshop
Elements, you could open up
each image (there are two images
per folder - 11”X17” each), and
simply use Photoshop to print sec-
tions of the template at a time.
That’s what I did. 

I printed four letter-sized pages,
each containing a section of the
design. I used the horizontal and
vertical guide lines on the tem-
plate and a light box to help me
line up the design. Once it was
lined up, I taped it together using
Scotch tape. As you can see in
FIG 95, I did trim the pieces
before taping them together.

If you don’t have a light box, you
could use a window in your home.
To start, tape up one piece on a
window. Follow that up with anoth-
er piece, using the guides on the
template to help you position it
correctly. Follow that up with the
third, then the fourth piece.

If you don’t have an image-editing
program, your best bet is to copy
the two images within the template
folder onto a Zip disk or CD and
take it to any copy center. The pages are tabloid-sized (11”X17”), so have
them print each of the pages for you. From there, simply use the guide lines
to line up the two pages and then, tape them together with some Scotch
tape. 

Once that’s done, you’re ready to move on to Step 15.
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With your template all taped
together, go ahead and trim off
some of the excess so it’s easier
to position correctly on the body.

When it’s trimmed, start by using
the center line on the template to
help you to line it up with the cen-
ter of your body. If it helps you,
you could use a ruler to draw a
center line on top of the masking
tape... or, you could just use your
eye to do this.

Once you feel you’ve got it in the
right position, take some masking
tape and put a couple of pieces to
hold the template in place.

With your template now in posi-
tion, take some of your graphite
paper and slip it under the tem-
plate so it sits between the tem-
plate and the masked body. Make
sure that the graphite side (shiny
side) is down. Test to make sure
it’s positioned correctly by just
drawing a small line with your
pencil (see FIG 98). Lift up the
graphite paper and peak under-
neath to make sure you see the
line transferred to the masking. If
all’s good, proceed by tracing all
of the lines on the template with
your pencil.

Don’t remove the template until
you’re sure all of the lines have
been traced/transferred.

Once your design is complete,
you can remove the template.

You’re now ready for Step 16.
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FIG 96

FIG 97

FIG 98

FIG 99



Now that your tiger-striped design has been drawn onto the masking,
you’re ready to cut out the portions that’ll be sprayed black.

To start, make sure you have a
new blade in your X-Acto knife so
your cuts will be nice and crisp. 

One thing you’ll have to keep in
mind - as you cut on an area of
masking that’s overlapped, you’ll
have to press a little harder. 

When cutting the masking, I try to
cut just hard enough to go through
the masking. When I come to an
area where the masking is over-
lapped, I do try to press a little
harder. Sometimes, I still don’t
press quite hard enough, as I’ve
done in FIG 100. When that hap-
pens, I just go back over the
remaining masking with my knife
and cut just hard enough to go
through the masking. 

I then use my knife’s blade to lift
the piece that needs to be
removed, as I’m doing in FIG 101.

Try to cut only as deep as is nec-
essary. The reason is, you could
loosen some of the paint that’s
already down with a deep cut, and
it could pop off. So, you want to try
to avoid that as best you can.

When you’ve cut all of the lines
and removed the parts that need
to be sprayed black, your body
should look something like the
one in FIG 102, although this one
has not been completed. 

Once again, take your time with this step. The more precisely you cut your
lines, the more accurate your design will be. When you’ve completed all of
the cutting, I want you to do one more thing: Pay attention to the masking
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that’s still on the body. Look to make sure that none of it is lifting off in any
way. You want to eliminate any and all bleeding underneath the masking
tape, so go over all of the masking by simply pressing down on it to ensure
a very good bond. Doing this ensures that no paint can get under the
masking and ruin your prefect lines.

When you’ve completed this step, you’re ready to move on to Step 17.
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By this point, you’ve probably got the “applying thin coats” down. 

So, just continue to do that when applying your black.

And don’t forget...

THIN COATS! THIN COATS! THIN COATS!

Here’s why: paint in an aerosol
can is very thin (very watery) so
that it can spray nicely without
clogging the nozzle. Apply too
much paint per coat and the paint
WILL find gaps in the tape and
seep under...or run - neither of
which you want. 

After 3-4 thin coats of paint, your
tiger stripes should be a nice,
solid black. If they’re not, simply
spray additional coats until your
black is solid.

Allow at least an hour between
each coat before applying another
one.

Wait 24 hours before removing the
masking. You have to wait that
long to allow the paint to settle
and harden so that the tape will
separate from the paint with ease.

If you begin to remove the masking and you find that the paint is still soft
and is lifting with the tape, stop what you’re doing and let it sit for another 6
hours.

Only when the tape separates from the paint easily should you continue.

When all of the masking has been removed, it’s on to Step 18 we go.
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Here’s the body after one thin coat of black. Don’t
be in a rush when applying these coats. Thin coats
are always best. I applied three more thin coats,
which gave me a nice, solid black.

FIG 103



I let the body sit for a full 24 hours before I tried to remove the masking.
The paint needs to be adequately dry in order for the masking to come off
without any problems. If you were to remove the masking after an hour or
so, you’d have problems. Even after 12 hours, the paint is still soft and,
most likely, when removing the masking, you’d lift some paint off. 

To begin removing the masking
tape on the top of the body, I
always use the edge of the X-Acto
blade to help me lift the tape as
I’ve done in FIG 105.

Once lifted, I use my fingers to
hold the tape and gently pull it
back (see FIG 104), keeping it as
parallel to the body as possible
and pulling slowly back.

Do not be in a rush to remove the
tape - it could mean the difference
between nice crisp lines, and hor-
rible, messy lines. Pull back slow-
ly. Never pull fast. 

In my online video clips page, I
demonstrate how I remove the
masking. If you’re interested in
watching the clips, check out
BONUS ITEMS at the back of this
book to find out how to access
this footage.

If, after all of the tape has been removed from the top, you notice that you’ll
need to touch up a couple of the lines, leave the masking tape on the sides
and back until all touch-ups on the top have been done.

For touching up, you’ll need a small paint brush and a steady hand. I didn’t
mention the paint brush earlier as one of the supplies you’ll need because
you may not have to do any touch-ups at all.

If some are necessary, then begin by spraying some black paint into the lid
of the can and use that as your touch-up paint.

Dip your brush into the lid and take little drops of paint at a time. DO NOT let
the bristles of the brush touch the surface of the body; rather, push the blobs
of paint into place with the brush. 
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FIG 104

FIG 105



The reason you don’t want your brush to come in contact with the surface of
the body is, new lacquer melts old lacquer, so allowing the brush to pass
through the paint on the body will
loosen that paint and create a
mess - much worse than a few
touch-ups. it’ll also turn black paint
into army green if the yellow and
black are allowed to mix and blend.

Yes, touch-ups with lacquer are
tricky. But, as long as you’re care-
ful with your brush, you’ll be fine.

When you’re done with all of the
touch-ups, remove the rest of the
masking from the body. 

If you used urethane enamel for
your paint coats, you may find the
same thing will happen with that
paint as well - the paint underneath
will loosen and bond with the new
paint. If that’s the case, then follow
the same procedure as if you used lacquer.

There you have it - an M1-Tiger! 

On to Step 19 we go.
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As we’re closing in on the end of the paint portion of this project, hopefully
you’re happy with what you’ve accomplished thus far. The good news is,
this step is probably the easiest of all of the steps.

Applying Lacquer Clear
Coats

All you’ll be doing for this
step is applying clear coats -
several coats... 20-25 thin
coats, to be exact. You may
be wondering, why so many?
Well, if you look at your
body, you’ll notice that the
black is sitting higher than
the flames. To get rid of that
ridge, we need to build up
the clear coats so that, when
we sand the body back down
flat, the ridges will disappear. 

Although 20-25 coats sounds
like a lot of paint, it’s not. 30
coats of paint from a can of
aerosol paint is equal to rough-
ly 5-7 coats of paint sprayed through a spray gun/compressor.

Aerosol paint is probably 70% thinner/reducer. This evaporates very quickly
after spraying it on. Its purpose is to allow the paint to flow freely through
that tiny nozzle. If the mixture was 70% paint to 30% thinner, the paint
would get clogged in the nozzle.

Although it may sound complicated, it’s not. Once you’ve completed the gui-
tar, you’ll understand just how important the 20-25 coats of clear actually are.

Before you begin spraying the clear, have a look at the body to make sure
there are no bits of dust or debris on the surface. If you find anything, care-
fully remove it so that it doesn’t get trapped underneath the clear. You can
use a can of compressed air, if you have one. You can also blow into the
cavities as well. You can use the sticky side of some masking tape to lift lit-
tle bits of debris off your body, too. Once you start spraying on the clear,
anything that was on the body that didn’t get removed will always be there. 

In fact, before spraying each coat of clear, always inspect the body and
remove any bits of debris that may’ve settled on the finish - that includes
water or grease. Make sure your body is completely dry before spraying.

As you’re already familiar with how to paint, follow the same technique you
used earlier when spraying the primer and base coats. Begin by holding
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FIG 107

Here I am holding my spray can roughly 10” away from
the body and applying a coat of clear. If you’re spraying
outside like I am and it happens to be a windy day, to
compensate, hold your spray can a little closer to the gui-
tar body and make your tempo a little quicker.



the guitar in one hand while you spray with the other (see FIG 107).

For your first four coats, I want you to apply “dust coats.” What are dust
coats, you ask? They’re exactly that. A dusting of clear.

If you apply too much clear
on your first coat, you may
notice that your colors run-
ning into eachother. That’s
because the new coat
loosens the old coats - and
that can cause the colors to
run. To prevent this, simply
press down the nozzle and
spray a light dusting of clear
over the entire guitar - to
“lock” the colors in place. Do
this for the first four coats.
On the fifth coat, you can
resume how you would nor-
mally spray your coats; heav-
ier than a dust coat, but still a
thin coat. Watch my video
clips for help on dust coats.

When you begin to spray your regular coats, run your first pass across left
to right, followed by the next pass right to left, the next left to right, etc.,
overlapping each pass by roughly 50%. Zig-zag your way up the entire
body and over the entire guitar.

For the next coat, go in the opposite direction; up and down, down and up,
etc., again, always overlapping each pass by roughly 50%. 

Allow ample time between each coat for proper drying. Check the can’s
label for recommended drying time between coats.

When you’ve finished applying the 20-25 coats of clear (which should take
you a few days to do), you’ll probably notice that the finish has an orange
peel look/texture to it like the guitar in FIG 108. Don’t worry about that -
that’s not how the guitar will look when you’re done.

Also, after you’ve applied all of the coats of clear, the ridge of different lev-
els of color will still be evident, so don’t worry about that. It’s not until you
sand the clear coats that this ridge will go away.

When applying your coats, don’t be concerned with any coats that don’t
have a nice, consistent look to them. All of that will get fixed later. Step 22
eliminates the orange peel look and gets rid of all irregularities in the paint.
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FIG 108

Here’s the body after 25 thin coats of clear. It has the
standard “orange peel” look. However, Step 21 and 22 will
remove that and give me a nice, flat, glossy finish.



Applying Catalyzed Urethane Clear Coats

If you’re using the AEROMAX 2-Stage
clear, or something similar, you won’t
need to apply nearly as many coats as
you do when using aerosol lacquers.

However, here’s what you need to know
about applying urethanes: A new coat
doesn’t bind to previous coats the same
way that lacquers do. So, when applying
coats, you want to apply a new coat while
the previous coat is still a little tacky. 

Here’s how I typically apply my urethane
clear coats:

DAY 1
• Apply 2 tack coats - or dust coats -
roughly 2 minutes between each coat
• Apply 3 wet coats (medium coats) -
roughly 5 minutes between each coat

DAY 2
Sand the body down using 320-grit dry -
no water. It’s necessary to remove the
shine from the finish and to create a tex-
ture (or a tooth) to the surface for the new
coats to stick to.
• Apply 2 tack coats - or dust coats -
roughly 2 minutes between each coat
• Apply 3 wet coats (medium coats) -
roughly 5 minutes between each coat

Normally, this is enough clear, but there
are times when I need to apply a little
more. So, I’ll just repeat what I did on
Day 2 for Day 3.

Time Between Coats Is Very Important

Although my time between medium wet
coats is roughly 5 minutes, this is some-
thing that is hard to determine for every
situation - especially when you spray out-
side like I do. Temperature and humidity
can really change your flash time between
coats, so if you’re going to use urethanes,
you have to be on top of how your paint is drying when you’re applying it. 
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FIG 109

FIG 110

To activate the hardener into the clear,
begin by removing the red disk on the top
of the can.

FIG 111

Resting the can on a flat surface like a
table, turn the can upside-down and place
the red disk onto the valve on the bottom
of the can. 



Do a couple of tests to determine when a
coat is still tacky and when it’s dry. Spray
a coat and allow it to dry - but check it
ever minute by pressing your finger into it.
Time this coat and watch when the coat
has completely dried. You want to be able
to spray your next coat on your guitar
while the previous coat is still tacky. Using
this test will give you an idea of how much
time to wait between coats. The clear
shouldn’t be wet - just slightly tacky.

When all of your clear coats have been
applied, it’s on to Step 21.
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FIG 112

Using your palm, press down on the red
disk. This will release the hardener into
the clear. Once it’s been released, shake
the can for a minimum of two minutes to
make sure that the hardener has been
thoroughly mixed into the clear.

PLEASE NOTE: When you’re done spraying all of your coats of clear,
the black sections will still be sitting higher than the yellow and white
areas. Don’t be concerned about that. Wetsanding the 20-25 coats of
clear will even it all out.

PLEASE NOTE: For lacquers, I’ve stated that you need to apply 20-25
coats of clear. If you apply enough paint per coat, 20 coats should do -
maybe even less. But, most people have a tendency to apply too little
paint per coat, so in that case, 25 coats should do. Watch my video
clips for guidance on how much paint is enough for each coat.

IMPORTANT: It’s always better to spray too little paint than too much
paint. Drips and runs can sometimes be very tricky to fix, so that’s why
it’s imperative that you train yourself not to overdo how much paint you
apply per coat.

IMPORTANT: If you’re going to use AEROMAX 2K Clear, once the
hardener has been activated, you need to use all of the clear within a
24-hour period - or it’ll harden in the can and it won’t be useable.
Typically, you should be able to get about 7 medium coats out of it - or
enough for the first two days as noted above. If additional clear is
needed, you’ll need to purchase an additional can. To lengthen the
shelf-life of this clear, place it in the fridge after spraying your coats. To
reuse, let it sit for an hour or so at room temperature before spraying.



Before you begin with the all-important step of wetsanding the clear coats,
you’re going to have to do something even more important than that -
you’re going to have to let your body sit for 2-3 months without doing any-
thing to it. 

I know, I know - I realize that you’re anxious to get it done.  But, here’s what
you need to know: Lacquer takes time to settle. Although it dries quickly, it
takes time for it to harden properly. 

If you were to start with the wet-sanding right away, in a matter of a few
weeks, you would’ve noticed that the perfect sanding and buffing job you
had done is no longer perfect - that’s because the paint was still settling.

In other words, your
perfect job would no
longer be perfect. 

As much as I know it’s
going to drive you
crazy not being able to
finish the body, try to
remain strong and trust
what I’m telling you. I
ruined several guitars
in my early days simply
because I was not will-
ing to be patient and
let the paint settle.

From what I’ve been
told, Gibson lets their
guitars sit for 6+
months before sanding
and buffing.

If you can remain
strong and wait out the
2-3 months, your finish will be that much better because of it.

The benefit with using the urethane enamel along with the AEROMAX 2K
clear is that there really is no waiting period. It can be sanded and buffed in
a matter of a few days.

So, whether you used lacquer or you used urethanes, when you’re ready
to proceed, move on to Step 21.
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FIG 113

Here they are - one for Daddy and one for son. We patiently
wait for our two months to be up so we can move forward. Soon
enough, we’ll be stringing them up and playing George Lynch’s
Mr. Scary in harmony! HA! 



Now that you’ve applied all of your coats of clear, and allowed the paint to
harden for the recommended period, you
won’t need to hang the body anymore,
so it’s time to remove the stick.

If you inserted a shim when you applied
the stick, this will make it easier for you
to separate the stick from the body.

Before you remove the stick, make sure
that if the clear has built up on the side of
the stick where it meets the body, use your
X-Acto knife to score the edge (cut finely)
where they meet to avoid pulling any of
the finish off as you remove the stick.

Score it a few times so that when you
remove the screws and stick, it sepa-
rates easily from the body.

If you left a gap so your stick wasn’t
touching your body, it should remove
very easily. 

If you used a bolt like I did, begin by
untightening your nut or wing nut from
the bolt, then flip the guitar over. Make
sure you score around the bolt or washer
where it meets the finish like I’m doing in
FIG 115. If you were to try and force the
bolt out, if could pull off a lot of the finish.
Scoring it prevents you from doing that.

Once you’ve scored around the bolt or
washer, push the bolt through like I’ve
done in FIG 116. Once it’s out, use your
X-Acto knife to pry up the washer. 

If you find that you’re unable to do any work on your body for an extended
period of time, I suggest that you put the stick back on and hang the body.
Don’t rest it against anything when you’re not working on it.

This is just a precaution so that nothing happens to the finish while you’re
taking a break. When you’re finished, let’s move on to Step 22.
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FIG 114

FIG 115

FIG 116



Just when you thought that spraying the clear coats was going to be cru-
cial to the success of your paint job, along comes Step 22!

Yup - This is THE step that most novices have the hardest time under-
standing... that includes me when I first started painting guitars in 1983.

During this step, we are going to sand the body back down to a dull, flat
finish, eliminating all bumps and ridges. 

You may think that you’re ruining
your paint job by doing this;
actually, nothing could be further
from the truth.

If you do an excellent job with
this step, and with all of the prior
steps, your body will shine like
you never thought possible.

Before you begin your sanding, if
you removed your bridge
sleeves, it’s probably best to put
them back in right now. The rea-
son you’re doing this now is,
later, when your finish has been
buffed to a nice, glossy finish,
you don’t want to risk accidental-
ly scratching it or chipping it
when putting these sleeves back
in. It can happen very easily.

To put the sleeves back in, place
them into the holes with the stud
inside (see FIG 117). With a
piece of wood placed on top of
the sleeve/stud, use a rubber
mallet to hammer them carefully
back into their holes (see FIG
118) - making sure they’re in
slightly below the surface of the
body. That way, when you’re
sanding, you won’t have any
obstacles such as a protruding
sleeve to deal with. Now, although I removed my sleeves and put them
back in, this is always risky. 

What you need to watch out for if you do this is, around each hole, the
excess finish may make your hole’s opening slightly smaller. If that is
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FIG 118

Before hammering your sleeves back into the body,
make sure that you’ve removed any excess build-up
of finish around the holes. Use a round file and with
a careful touch, file using downstrokes only.

FIG 117

For my Tiger, I drilled my bridge holes AFTER the
finish was buffed. It’s ideal to have those holes
drilled BEFORE you paint.



what’s happened, use a round file,
and with a careful touch, file gently
downward on a slight angle to
remove any excess finish. Don’t pull
the file back upwards - use only
downstrokes. When you’ve removed
the excess finish, you’re safe to care-
fully hammer your sleeves back in.

With the sleeves back in, I’m ready to
begin sanding the clear coats. Using
320-grit and a block, I’m going to
sand down the entire guitar - starting
with the top, then the back, then
finally, moving to the sides. During
this initial sanding, my goal is to level
the finish on the body and eliminate
the ridge created by the black paint
so I have a completely flat surface.
RIDGES BE GONE!

To begin sanding, I’ll use one of my
sanding blocks with a piece of the
320-grit sandpaper wrapped around
it, like the one in FIG 119. (Sides of
the guitar are always done by hand.)
You can sand with or without water
when you begin. When adding water,
scoop it onto the body but steer clear
of any holes. Getting excess water in
the holes can cause the wood to swell
- which could cause the finish to swell
and crack. You can also use a small
spray bottle to spray water on as you
sand. The water does make sanding
easier, so try both ways initially to see
which you prefer. At some point,
though, you will want to use water as
you’re sanding. 

If you have any runs in your clear
coats, be sure to jump to Step 24
before you begin your full sanding.
Fix the bad areas first, then proceed
with the rest of the body.

When deciding where to begin wet-
sanding, I use the design to help guide me. For instance, with this tiger
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FIG 120

FIG 121

FIG 119

Be very careful when sanding the bevel, or
rounded sides of your body. For this body,
because it has a 1/4” bevel, I used a 400-grit
paper to sand the edges very carefully. If you
have a bevel that’s more square - like a 1/8”,
use nothing coarser than a 600-grit - to prevent
sanding through. Sand in one direction only.

As you can see in this photo, I forgot to remove
the stick, but don’t you forget!



design, the black stripes sit higher than the yellow and white, so it makes
sense that I focus on bringing down
the areas where the black is sitting
first, then moving on to help blend it in
with the rest of the finish. However,
because the stripes are not uniform,
there’s no right way or wrong way to
wetsanding this design - as long as
you know that the black areas have to
be brought down first to blend in with
the yellow and white. Therefore, there
will be sections where you can sand
in a circular motion - such as the larg-
ers sections of the body, and sections
where you will sand in a back and
forth motion - such as the horns.

As you’re doing your wetsanding,
you’re going to notice that your body
will get quite scratched up from this
initial sanding with the 320-grit. This is
normal, but this is why it’s necessary
to sand with all of these grits: 320,
400, 600, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000, and
possibly even 2500 and higher. The
higher you go with the grits of sand-
paper, the more scratches you’ll elimi-
nate, and the easier it’ll be to buff the
body to a beautiful, glossy shine. In
fact, it’s almost effortless. (If you only
sand up to 600 or 800, you’ll need to
use both a rubbing compound, then a
swirl remover during the buffing step.
You’ll also spend a lot longer with the buffing step if you only sanded up to
600 or 800-grit.) 

When sanding, I don’t press too hard as I’m sanding. I let the grit of the
paper do the work. When you notice that your paper is not quite removing
enough of the finish, it’s time to put on a fresh piece and resume. 

Because all of the leveling is done with the 320-grit (and 400-grit), you’ll
most likely use more of that grit than the other grits. I normally go through 2-
3 sheets of 320 during this sanding. For the other grits, I normally use less
than one full sheet - plenty left over for future guitars.

While wetsanding, stop every few minutes and remove the excess water
and inspect the surface. if you notice areas of the finish that are still shiny
while most of it appears dull, you still have some orange peel or ridge left,
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FIG 122

FIG 123

When you add water to your body, be careful
not to get it in and around your body’s holes
and cavities. This can cause the wood to swell
- and possibly cause the finish to crack.



so keep sanding.

Remember - your goal with the 320-grit
is to achieve a perfectly flat surface, so
you have to eliminate all shiny spots;
these are the areas that are sitting
lower than the rest of the paint. As you
wetsand, you’re removing excess clear
coating to help even out the finish. This
is why it was important that you apply
20+ coats of clear; it’s unlikely that
you’ll sand through to the paint with
this many coats of clear on the body.
When you’re all finished with your wet-
sanding, you’ll probably have just
about 4-5 coats of clear left - and that’s
plenty. (If you used the AEROMAX,
you don’t need to spray that many
coats of clear.)

When I’ve gotten my body sanded
smooth and I think that all of the
ridges are gone, I can move to the
400-grit. 

Before I move to the 400-grit, though,
I perform a very simple test: I close
my eyes and rub my finger over the
guitar body - small sections at a time
(I make sure the body’s dry like FIG
123 - previous page). What this test
does is it takes out the visual and
allows me to FEEL whether the differ-
ent levels of paint have been evened
out. As I rub my finger over the stripes, if it isn’t leveled out, I’ll feel my fin-
ger dipping slightly several times as I move around the body. If I feel this, I
go back to wetsanding until I don’t feel that dips anymore.

This “feel” test is something you can do on ALL of your project guitars.
Whether it’s just a 2-color job or a 7-color job, the finger doesn’t lie! If it’s
flat, it’ll feel flat; if there are ridges, you’ll feel the ridges.

So, once I pass my “feel” test, I’m ready to move on to 400-grit. My goal with
this grit is simply to reduce the amount of scratches left on the body from the
320-grit. I add a spray of water from my spray bottle and begin sanding.
Remember - your body’s been leveled so you can start anywhere you want.
Also, from here on out, you don’t really need a sanding block anymore sim-
ply because the body has been leveled.
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Be very careful when sanding the bevel, or
rounded sides of your body. For this body,
because it has a 1/4” bevel, I used a 400-grit
paper to sand the edges very carefully. If you
have a bevel that’s more square - like a 1/8”,
use nothing coarser than a 600-grit - to prevent
sanding through.

FIG 125

It looks like hell right now, but soon enough, this
body will be all flattened out using just 320-grit.



When I sand, I always work in small
areas - roughly 4” X 4”, but I move
quickly around the whole body; I don’t
stay in one area for too long. I like to
even out the finish and reduce the
amount of scratches in a gradual
way, rather than working in one area,
fixing that area, then moving on. 

Always be very careful when sanding
on the edges of a body. If your
beveled edges (or rounded sides) are
roughly 1/4”, which is what a Strat
has, you can probably sand with a
400-grit, but It’s extremely easy to go
through to the paint and primer and
right to the wood when sanding on
the edges if you’re not careful. Paint
just doesn’t get built up on the bevels
the way it does on the flat parts of the
body. If your beveled edges are
roughly 1/8”, use nothing coarser
than a 600-grit. In other words, do not
use a 220, 320, or 400 grit on the
edges - you’ll sand through. Sand in
one direction and be GENTLE. 

Every time you introduce a new, finer
grit to your wetsanding, you’ll find
that as you sand, it’ll have a scratchy
sound to it - telling you how many
scratches are still left on the body.
You’ll also be able to feel it, too, as
you sand. As you spend several min-
utes with your new grit, you’ll find
that the scratchy sound is less obvi-
ous, meaning that you’re reducing the
scratches as you’re wetsanding. That’s
good. However, as you switch to an even finer grit, the scratchy sound will
be back. But, as you continue wetsanding with this new, finer grit, it’ll once
again become less noticeable. 

That’s why it’s imperative that you really spend the time to wetsand properly -
and that means, taking your time and doing it right. If you try and blow
through it just so you can buff, you’re only cheating yourself. Your finish will
look SO much better if you just spend the time. That may mean 20 minutes
or more with each grit after your initial sanding with the 320-grit. This is
where patience really comes into play. If you thought waiting for your finish to
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Before you jump to 400-grit paper, do the finger
test: close your eyes and rub your finger over
the body - feeling for a level finish. The finger
doesn’t lie. As you pass over the different areas
of color, if your finger doesn’t dip as you move
along, then you’ve done a great job of leveling
your surface. 

FIG 127

Here’s my TIGER after going through all of the
grits up to 2000. It has a satin-like finish to it.
Virtually scratch-free.



harden was tough, this is equally as tough. But, if you find yourself getting
impatient, just keep telling yourself -
you’ve waited this long, what’s anoth-
er few hours. 

When you’ve completed the body with
the 400-grit, move to the 600-grit and
do the same thing again. Once you’ve
gone over the entire body with the
600-grit for at least 20 minutes, or until
the scratchy sound is less noticeable, I
recommend following that up with an
even finer grit like 800 (or 1000) to
help reduce surface scratches. Using
a 1000-grit and a 1500-grit after the
800-grit will produce a nice, smooth
surface with a dull shine to it that,
when buffed, will give you a virtually
scratch-free factory finish. In fact, if
you wetsand with 1500-grit or higher,
your body will buff up so fast, it’ll
SCARE YOU.

Remember - the most crucial part of
the wetsanding work you do will be
done with the 320-grit. The 320-grit
(and 400-grit) is coarse enough to
even out the ridges whereas the other
grits are really more for finishing and
eliminating scratches.

Once again, take your time with this -
look to spend a good 2-3 hours doing
the wetsanding. 

You can, if you choose, wetsand with even higher grits such as 2000,
2500, 3000, 4000, etc. All of these grits will help to eliminate surface
scratches even more and polish your finish at the same time. However,
you’ll only find these grits at an auto paint supply store.

When you’ve completed the wetsanding process, you’re ready to move on.
Thankfully, there’s no  2-3 month wait to move on to the next step.
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When you have scratches like the ones shown
here, you should work to remove as much of
this as you can - using the different grits of
sandpaper. If you don’t try and remove these,
they will still be visible after you’re done buffing. 

FIG 129

When wetsanding with 1500-grit, dry off your
body, then rub water onto the surface. This will
give you an idea of what your finish will look
like when buffed. GLOSSY!
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IMPORTANT POINT: When you begin wetsanding, if you find that the
320-grit is not evening out the paint as well as you want it to, you can
switch to a 220-grit, but be very careful; this WILL even out the paint
very quickly. However, it’ll also be easier to go through the clear to the
paint, so adjust the pressure as you use the 220-grit - you won’t have
to press nearly as hard as with the 320-grit. Avoid using 220-grit on the
edges of the body - use it only on the top (and the back, if you contin-
ued the pattern on the back).

IMPORTANT POINT: Pay very close attention as you’re doing this final
sanding. If you see color starting to appear on your sandpaper at any
time, stop immediately. Dry your guitar body off using some 100% cot-
ton. When it’s completely dried, you’ll have to put more coats of clear
back on the body. Look to put another 5 - 8 coats on, just to be safe.
When the additional clear coats having been applied, wait at least two
weeks before resuming with the wetsanding.

RECAP: Wetsanding is THE step that determines how scratch-free
your finish will be. So, here’s a recap: 320 and 400-grit even out the
layers of paint and get rid of the orange peel, but they also scratch up
the finish a lot. In order to get rid of those scratches, you need to go
through each grit to get rid of them. So, as you begin with a 600-grit
after your paint has been leveled, you can hear that it sounds very
scratchy when wetsanding. As you go over the entire body and spend a
good 20 minutes or so, it'll become less evident.

However, as soon as you jump to the next grit - let's say 800, you'll
hear the scratchiness once again. So, you need to continue to wetsand
until that’s not so obvious - no matter how long. This tells you how
scratched up your finish is, and the only way to remove the scratches is
to continue to wetsand. Same for all of the other grits. By the time you
get to 1500 and 2000, (or 2500, if you want to go up that high), you
need to spend an equal amount of time with each grit, getting rid of the
deep scratches and getting rid of the abrasive sound when wetsanding.
The better a job you do with each grit, the more scratch-free your finish
will be.

It's really hard to explain wetsanding and to teach you to know when
enough is enough because it's really hard to tell how scratched up your
body is until you buff. This is why it's crucial that you apply 20+ coats of
clear. When wetsanding, you're removing a lot of it to even it out.
Spend the time to do a great job with all of the grits and you can expect
a close-to-scratch-free-finish.



If you’re fairly new to painting, it’s very likely that you could get some runs as
you’re perfecting your spraying technique.

At this point in my career (20+
years), I very seldom ever get a run
with a spray can. If I do, it’s usually
on the clear coats (that’s because I’m
rushing it trying to get all of my coats
on there so I can let it sit and settle).

When I do get one, here’s how I take
care of it: If the body was hanging
and the drip was moving downward
towards the ground, I sand in that
direction. 

In FIG 176, I’ve indicated where
there’s a run. I rub in the direction the
run is going using a small piece of
320-grit wet/dry paper as in FIG 177.
I’m using it dry. To bring the run down
in size, I use just my thumb and
some light pressure, going slow and
taking care not to make it worse.

The yellow dotted lines indicate
where I’m focusing in on; as the drip
gets smaller, I then start to make
longer passes across it to minimize
it, stretching beyond the dotted yel-
low lines.

In FIG 178, it’s almost gone. This fix
took only about a minute or two. 

If you get a drip like this, try using
this technique as your fix.

Also, perform the fix on runs before doing your main wetsanding. If you
sand through when fixing, simply apply more clear and allow it to sit for a
week before continuing.

Fixing A Run In Your Color Coats

If or when you get a run in your color coats, that’s something that has to be
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FIG 176

FIG 177

FIG 178



dealt with immediately; you can’t just continue to the next step with runs in
your color. 

So, if you notice that your paint is running as you’re applying a coat, put
your spray can down and hold your guitar in a horizontal position like I’m
doing in FIG 76 (page 37). You need to do this for several minutes, so if it
means that you need to hold the guitar with two hands in order to hold it for
that long, then do that. 

Holding the guitar in a horizontal position will allow the paint to sort of set-
tle on its own and thus, flatten out. 

To avoid applying too much paint per coat again, use either of these two
options:

1. Move your hand a little quicker across the body when applying your
paint.

2. Move your spray can hand back a few inches from the body’s surface
and keep your tempo the same. If you’re spraying about 10” from the body,
move it back so you’re 12” - 14” from the body.
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The beauty of this step is that, if you did an excellent job with all of the pre-
vious steps, especially, the wetsand-
ing step, this one will be a piece of
cake!

During this step, we’re going to bring
back the shine to our body by hand-
buffing it using the 3M Perfect-It ll
Rubbing Compound Fine Cut. However,
during the wetsanding step, if you used
a 1500-grit or higher to finish your wet-
sanding, you can use 3M’s Perfect-It ll
Finishing Compound (Swirl Remover)
and bypass the 3M’s Perfect-It ll
Rubbing Compound (Fine Cut).

You’re going to buff the body in a
similar fashion as wetsanding. You’re
going to work in small sections at a
time, always trying to buff in a circular
motion. As the body starts to shine, I
then start to work in straighter lines.

I always seem to start with the top of
the guitar when buffing - probably
because I’m anxious to see that shine
come to life! 

To start, I apply some of the 3M
Rubbing Compound or Swirl Remover
onto the body and, using some of the
100% cotton, I begin rubbing in a cir-
cular motion. You’ll find that the hard-
er you rub, the deeper the shine you’ll
get. Again, don’t stay in one area too
long; as one area starts to shine,
move to another area and work that
one up, too. 

As you can see in FIG 181, the surface is starting to shine, but the scratches
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FIG 179

3M makes two different Swirl Removers: one
for LIGHT colors and one for DARK colors. I
haven’t noticed a difference using either of
these, so I would recommend buying the one
for LIGHT colors for all of your projects.

FIG 180

Start with a good amount of compound on your
body or neck. 

FIG 181

I try to rub in a circular motion but that’s not
always possible.

PLEASE NOTE: Throughout this
step, you’ll see photos of my Hot
Rod guitar. I’m using these photos
because you can really see the
progress of buffing much more
clearly on a black finish than you
can on a yellow finish. 



are still quite noticeable. With a little
more effort in the buffing, though,
these scratches will pretty much disap-
pear. 

Buffing by hand is hard work, so
expect your hand to get tired. Take as
many breaks as necessary. Again,
there’s no rush to get this done. (Or is
there?) If you don’t finish all of the
buffing in one day, put it aside until the
next day. If you do that, attach your
stick and hang it back up again to pre-
vent anything happening to the finish.
If you used lacquer, the lacquer is still
hardening, so resting it on a textured
surface can leave that surface’s
impression in the finish. This is just the
drawback of lacquer.

When working on the back of the gui-
tar, hold the body upright with one
hand while you buff with the other. You
can also hold it in your lap as you buff,
which is what I prefer. Just be careful
where you rest the top of the guitar, as
there’s a chance you could scuff up the
buffing you just completed.

Same goes for the sides, too - hold
the body firmly with one hand while
you buff with the other. If you wish,
you can hold it on a firm, padded sur-
face as you buff. Just pay attention to
what you’re resting it on - you do not
want to scuff up or damage areas
that have already been buffed. 

Also, when you’re buffing the sides, it’s
difficult to work in a circular motion, so I
tend to go lengthwise along the side in
strokes of roughly 3 - 5”.

Expect this entire step to take at least
2-3 hours. If it takes longer, don’t worry
- it’s definitely going to be worth it.

When you’ve buffed up the shine to a
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FIG 182

In this example, although the headstock is
starting to shine, it still has a way to go before
it’s as good as it can be.

FIG 183

I will oftentimes use the palm of my hand to
rub back and forth to bring up the shine.

FIG 184

This finish is about as good as I can get.

FIG 181

After your first bit of buffing is done, you’ll most
likely be able to see a lot of tiny scratches in
your finish. Continue to wetsand and these fine
scratches will pretty much disappear.



point where you don’t think it could get any shinier (like the one in FIG 186),
and scratches are barely noticeable,
congratulations on completing your
first professional guitar paint job!

Give yourself a pat on the back for a
job well done! You see?... That wasn’t
so difficult, now, was it?

As a reminder, there’s plenty of video
footage of me performing many of the
steps throughout a paint job, so if you
think these will help, which I know that
they will, check out the BONUS
ITEMS page at the back of the book
for where to access the footage.
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IMPORTANT POINT: Although you
now have a beautiful finish on your
body, you’re going to have to pay
extra careful attention to where you
rest the body over the next few
months after it’s all back together.
As I mentioned earlier, paint takes
time to cure and although you’ve
waited at least two months to wet-
sand and buff, some experts have
told me that paints, especially lac-
quer, can take as long as 6 months
to a year to completely cure. 

So, I would stress that you DON’T
rest your guitar in a guitar stand for
a few months. If you do, you will
notice the weight of the body push-
ing down on the foam-rubber arms
will cause indents in your finish.
Certain rubbers and plastics can
also SOFTEN a lacquered finish.
Personally, I use my own invention
called, The Finish Protector™,
which is part of this book. It pro-
tects your newly finished guitar
until the lacquer fully cures.  

FIG 186

A perfect shine!

FIG 187

A perfect shine!

FIG 185

When buffing the sides, I usually hold the body
under one arm while I buff with the other hand.



In order to disassemble and reassemble guitars, you need some basic
tools to do the job right. The last thing you want to do is use the wrong
tools. That’s how accidents happen.

If you’re lacking in the tool department, I
suggest looking for something very simi-
lar to one of following sets pictured in FIG
188 and 189 - each will cost you roughly
$10.00.

FIG 188 shows a screwdriver/socket set I
bought from ACE Hardware for $7.00. It’s
pretty much got everything you need to
reassemble your guitar. Same for FIG 189,
although it has less sockets, still, this
should give you an idea of what you’ll
need for disassembling and reassembling.
There may be a few other tools you may
need, but these will cover 99% of the job.

Sockets are perfect for loosening and
tightening your tuning pegs as well as
loosening and tightening pots, and output
jacks.

It’s not often that you can get away with
using one screwdriver for disassembling
and reassembling your entire guitar, so
that’s why it’s good to have something
that allows you to change the tips.

Where To Begin

The one thing you have to keep in mind
when reassembling your guitar is you
have to be extra careful not to bang it on
anything. Another obvious thing you have
to watch out for is to not let your screwdriver slip and gouge your finish. If
you can do both of these things, reassembling should be easy to do.

When I’m putting on a new neck, or putting in a new bridge, doing some-
thing like that is more complex. For now, I’m simply going to show the
order in which I reassemble a guitar. Installing and drilling is a whole differ-
ent ball game and I’ll cover all of that in a future book.
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FIG 188

I picked up this screwdriver/socket set
from ACE Hardware for $7.00. It’s perfect
for tuning pegs, pots, and output jacks. It
also has a screwdriver with several differ-
ent tips.

FIG 189

Or, you can pick up something like this
which has both screwdriver with various
tips as well as sockets. I bought this for
less than $10.00. This is pretty much all
you need for reassembling your guitar.



Before installing the neck, I need to drop the shim back into place. What
does a shim do? A shim will change the
pitch of your neck and this can be handy;
if you have a bridge such as a Floyd
Rose, and you’ve lowered it as far as it
will go, but your string’s action is still too
high, adding a shim into place like I’ve
done in FIG 190 will allow you to possibly
raise up your bridge, but still get a lower
action than you already had. It may take
you a few tries before you find the right
thickness of shim, but typically, I use one
that’s about 1/32” - sometimes, 1/16”. It
can be wood, but most often I use very
heavy cardboard.

With my shim secure where it needs to
be, I place the neck into the pocket, then
flip the guitar onto its front. I’ll drop my
neck plate into place (see FIG 191), then
drop the screws into place and hand
tighten them. From there, I’ll tighten them
in a diagonal fashion; one in the back,
then the one that sits diagonal from it in
the front. Then, follow that up with the
second one in the back, then finally, the
second one in the front (see FIG 192). I
make sure they’re good and tight, but I’m
careful not to strip the screw heads.
That’s why it’s important to use the right
screwdriver - or the proper tip with your
screwdriver.

Now that my neck is back on, I’ll move to
the Floyd Rose nut. Most of the newer
Floyd Rose nuts are top-loaded, so you
don’t have to drill through the neck to
install it; you merely tighten two screws on top and it’s good to go (see FIG
193). I guess enough people complained to good old Floyd, so he
rethought that whole “drilling holes right through the neck” concept. 

Normally, when I drill into a new finish, I lay down a piece of masking tape
and drill through the masking tape (see FIG 195). The masking tape seems
to keep the finish from chipping. 
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FIG 190

FIG 191

FIG 192



FIG 194 shows a screw with a white semi-transparent line running through
it slightly. When choosing a drill bit to pre-
drill any hole, choose a bit that’s the
same thickness as the shaft of the screw.
This will allow your screw to go in unhin-
dered while the thread will hold it snugly
in place. However, before drilling any
holes, use a center punch or a normal
nail, or even the tip of a screw - anything -
to punch a small guide hole for the drill bit
to use to keep it from slipping.

Next up are my tuning pegs. Using one of
my socket wrenches (see FIG 196), I
tightened all of the tuning pegs before
flipping the guitar over and putting the
screws back into place. The sockets are
great because they fit the top nut portion
of the tuning peg perfectly, so it’s highly
unlikely that any coating/finish will be
scraped off of the peg while doing this.

The reason I mention that is because in
my early days of painting my own guitars
(the early 80s), I didn’t have the right
tools, so I would use anything I could get
my hands on (basically, my Dad’s tools).
That meant sometimes using vise-grips
or a monkey wrench to tighten the top
portion of the tuning pegs. And, sure
enough, I’d accidentally scratch off some
of the coating/finish from the pegs. That’s
why I stress that you use the RIGHT
tools when assembling and disassem-
bling. Don’t be an goofball like I was.

With my tuning pegs back on, it’s time to
put back on some of the smaller parts
such as strap holders and bridge studs
(see FIG 197). What can happen to holes
is they get slightly covered by the new
finish. That’s why I always drill the holes
prior to trying to put the screws back in;
this prevents any potential problems - or
possible chipping of the finish. 
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FIG 193

FIG 195

FIG 194

FIG 196



Moving on to the pickup, I’m using a pick-
up ring for this guitar, so that makes it
easy to get the pickup as close to the
strings as possible (see FIG 199). 

For some guitars, like my Hot Rod, I did-
n’t use a pickup ring, but I still needed to
be able to move the pickup up and down.
If you want to go without a pickup ring,
the way to do this is to use springs just
as you would if you were a using pickup
ring (see FIG 200). But, instead of using
the base of the pickup to raise and lower
the height of the pickup, I’m using the
body itself to raise and lower the pickup.
To do this, you can use the actual screws
that come with your pickup; even if they
don’t have a point to them, they will still
screw into wood. Otherwise, you’ll need
some long narrow screws. Screw them
right through the holes on your pickup’s
metal base, then place a spring on each
(see FIG 200).

Getting back to the pickup with a ring, I
hold the pickup inside the palm of my
hand and with my ring and pinky fingers
while I feed the wires through with my
index finger and thumb (see FIG 199). I
twist the wires tight so they feed through
without getting hung up in the hole.

Once the pickup’s in place, if the holes are
already there for the pickup ring, I’ll either
screw it in place now or just tape the pick-
up in place and wait to make sure that the
pole pieces line up later. You’ll be flipping
your guitar over in a sec, so make sure
you’ve done one or the other, otherwise,
when flipping the guitar, you could send
the pickup flying out of your body.

If you just tape the pickup in place tem-
porarily, when the strings are finally on, you
can screw in the pickup/ring, then, remove the tape.
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FIG 197

FIG 198

FIG 199

FIG 200



With the pickup in place, it’s time to flip the guitar over again, so I can install
the spring claw (see FIG 202). Although
FIG 202 shows that I’ve screwed the claw
in all the way to the back of the cavity, you
won’t want to do that just yet; just screw it
in so the screws are securely in, but allow
the claw to sit forward a bit. The reason is,
when it comes time to put the springs on,
it’s easier to hook them on, THEN tighten
the claw to increase the tension.

If you have to drill some new holes for your
cavity plates like I had to for my Hot Rod
guitar, place some masking tape down
before putting the plates where they belong
(see FIG 203 & 204). Then, mark the holes
with a marker. As I did earlier, I’ll then
punch the center so the drill won’t slip. 

With all of my holes pre-drilled for the
plates, I can then move to putting the
bridge on.

Before putting the bridge into position, I
tape a piece of white bristleboard behind
the bridge (see FIG 205) so if the bridge
rests against the guitar, it won’t rest into
the finish - it’ll rest on the cardboard. This
cardboard will stay in place until I add
strings and adjust the spring claw tension.

As you can see in FIG 205, I’m holding
the bridge in place with my hand. While I
do this, I’m tilting the guitar onto its side
so I can add a couple of springs to the
bridge’s block to secure it in place.

Normally, I just put on two springs; I’ll then
tighten the claw so it’s as far back in the
cavity as possible. 

I prefer using just two springs. For me, I
like the feel of two rather than using three
springs and having the claw sit more for-
ward in the cavity. Of course, this is just
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FIG 201

FIG 202

FIG 203

FIG 204



my personal preference. Try both ways to
see which one you prefer. You may like a
really stiff tremolo and four springs may
be your thing. Experiment to find what’s
best for you.

Remember that the more springs you
add, the harder it’ll be to dive bomb your
whammy bar. There’ll be added tension.

Once your springs are on and they’ve
been adjusted, your guitar has been
reassembled!

You’re now ready to move to Step 26.
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FIG 205

FIG 206

FIG 207

PLEASE NOTE: This is your basic reassembly. Check my newsletters
for more info on properly setting up your guitar, as well as intonating,
adjusting the tension on your neck, and more.



Now that my guitar is back together, it’s time to wire it up.

Wiring a 1-humbucking pickup guitar with
one volume is really a piece of cake. I
highly doubt that any of you will have
problems with this. 

Before we start, you do need a few tools
to be able to wire a guitar. The good
news is, you’ll be able to buy all of the
following items at Radio Shack.

1. Soldering Gun/Iron - You need some
sort of soldering gun or soldering iron. As
you can see if FIG 209, I have three dif-
ferent soldering tools; I have two different
soldering guns and I have a soldering
iron.

I like the fact that you can turn the solder-
ing gun ON and OFF while soldering. The
downside to using a soldering gun is, it
can sometimes take 30 seconds or
longer for the gun to heat back up and
melt the solder. That gets annoying. 

Using a soldering iron, I can’t tell you
how many times I’ve burned myself with
one of those because it’s always on - and
sometimes I just don’t pay attention to
where I move my arm. I’ve also melted
and burned holes in finishes - accidental-
ly, of course. I also don’t like resting a hot
iron on my table - and that’s because my
table’s always a mess with stuff every-
where. The risk of burning something on
my work table is always HIGH.

So, those are the drawbacks I find to
using a soldering iron. The upside to
using a soldering iron is, it’s always ON -
no waiting for the iron to heat up. So, sol-
dering your connections happens much faster than using a soldering gun.

For this job, I used the orange soldering gun - which I purchased from ACE
Hardware for $11.00. That’s a good deal. Of course, you can also buy a
soldering gun from Radio Shack.
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FIG 209

FIG 210

FIG 211

FIG 212



2. Wire Cutter/Stripper - To properly remove the sheath or coating from
wires, you need a wire cutter/stripper like
the one in FIG 210. 

3. Rosin Core Solder - When soldering,
you need to use rosin which cleans as you
solder. You can buy rosin separately from
solder, but I think it’s easier just to use a
rosin core solder (see FIG 211). 

4. Wire - There are a couple of different
types of wire I use - both were purchased
from Radio Shack. FIG 212 shows one kind and FIG 213 shows another.
The one in FIG 212 is simply a 24-gauge shielded, single conductor wire.
FIG 213 is actually two wires with their casing joined together (white and
black). Typical wire gauges in guitars is: 20, 22, 24, 26, and 28 gauges.
The higher the number, the thinner the wire. More on wire and wiring to
come.

5. Clamps - Clamps aren’t absolutely necessary, but they can make your
soldering easier. The long scissor-like tool in FIG 211 is actually a clamp.
The other little tool is also a clamp. These can also be purchased from
Radio Shack.

Getting Started

In order to do a good job of wiring your
guitar, you’ll need to strip the coating
from every wire you intend to solder so
that roughly 3/16” of the bare wire is
exposed (see FIG 215). 

You’ll strip the coating using your wire
cutter/stripper as I’m doing in FIG 214.
The notch in the stripper is made for this
job. Squeeze the stripper together slowly,
making sure that your wire is in the
notch. You’ll feel the notch cutting
through the coating. Don’t over-squeeze,
though, or you can cut right through and
cut off the bare wire you want to keep. 

Stripping the coating is something that
takes a bit of practice to master, but with
the right tool, you should get the hang of
it rather quickly.

Once you’ve stripped the coating, you
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FIG 213

FIG 214

FIG 215



should twist the wire so you have a nice, clean end (see FIG 215). 

With the wire exposed and twisted into a
nice, clean end, I always follow this up by
heating up the wire, then applying solder
to it. I hold the soldering gun behind and
touching the wire and I apply the solder
to the front of the wire (see FIG 216).
This way, when the wire is hot enough,
it’ll melt the solder. This is much better
than allowing the soldering gun to melt
the solder and applying hot solder to a
cold wire - that can cause bad connec-
tions.

If I’m going to solder two wires together as you’ll see in a few minutes, I
apply a bit of solder to each wire, clamp them together, then solder them
together. Adding solder to each wire is something you should always do
before trying to solder it to something. It makes for better connections.

Soldering Your Output Jack

Yes, it’s an output jack, not an input jack.
On most jacks (mono), there are two ter-
minals: one terminal for your “ground”
wire and one for your “hot” wire (or
“lead”) wire. (From here on out, I’ll refer
to it as my HOT wire rather than LEAD
wire. By the way - stereo jacks have
three terminals.)

If you look carefully at a mono jack, the
terminals are separated. One sits on top,
while the other sits sandwiched between
two hard plastic pieces (see FIG 217). The
terminal that sits on top is for your ground
wire. The one below is for your hot wire. 

So, to start, I’ll cut off roughly 5” of my 24-
gauge wire, strip it on both ends, then twist
each wire. From there, I’ll heat each wire
up and apply some solder to each end
(see FIG 218).

Next, I insert my ground wire through the hole of the top terminal on the jack,
then heat up the terminal and the wire with my solder touching both. When
the wire and terminal are hot enough, they’ll melt the solder and I’ll have my
first connection.
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FIG 216

FIG 217

FIG 218



FIG 219 shows my wire passing through the hole of the terminal quite far. I
did this on purpose so that I could tighten
up my wires. The hole for the jack can be
tight; having extra wire in there can some-
times make it difficult to get everything
back in its place. Before closing this up, I’ll
snip the excess wire passing through the
ground terminal so that the cable’s end
won’t come in contact with it.

Also, notice that I’m wiring to the outside of
the terminals. Again - that’s so that the
wires won’t come in contact with the
cable’s end.

I’ll repeat the same procedure for my hot
wire, so when that wire’s soldered on, I’ll
be able to put my jack and plate into
place. Using the two screws, I position it
and screw the plate back into position (see
FIG 220).

Grounding Your Pot

On your volume pot, there are three termi-
nals: one for your ground wires, one for
your hot wire from your pickup, and one
for your hot wire from your jack. If you
count the terminals 1, 2, 3, then 3 would
be your main ground terminal. To ground
this terminal, you have to ground it to the
body of your pot. To do this, you can either
bend the terminal towards the body and
solder it to the body as seen in FIG 221,
or you can use a small piece of wire and
solder it to the third terminal, then to the
body of the volume pot as I’ve done in FIG
222. Either way will work. You just have to
be careful about bending the terminals
because they can break off.

Both of the pots in FIG 221 and FIG 222
look messy. However, they both work per-
fectly. When I eventually solder my wires
to the pot, I’ll only apply a small amount of
solder. There’s plenty already on there.
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FIG 219

FIG 220

FIG 221

FIG 222



Grounding The Guitar

Normally, if a guitar has a tremolo, you
ground the guitar by soldering a wire to
the claw which holds the springs (see FIG
223). If you’re wiring a Les Paul-style gui-
tar, quite often, you ground the guitar by
passing a wire into the hole where the
sleeve/bridge stud go. Metal on metal
grounds the guitar.

Grounding the guitar is necessary so that
you don’t get a hum when your guitar is
plugged in. There are also safety rea-
sons, too.

To ground my guitar, I’m using one of the
black/white coated wires. I cut a piece
about 5” long, then I separate the black
wire from the white wire. I stripped the coat-
ing from the wire, then heated it up and
applied some solder to the exposed ends of
the wire. I passed the wire underneath the
little clip on the claw (see FIG 223). This
clip is there to make it easier for you to solder the wire onto the claw. However,
some claws have some sort of coating on them; if you have difficulty soldering
your wire onto the claw, try sanding the claw with some 400-grit sandpaper just
a little. This will help you to make a better connection when soldering. 

With my wire soldered to the claw, I’ll pass the other end through the hole
that leads to the control cavity. Now, I have three wires in my control cavity: a
pickup wire, an output jack wire, and a ground wire. So, next up, I’ll work on
soldering my pickup to the pot. To make it easier for me, I’m going to tape
the other wires to the body so they’re out of my way.

Adding Wire To My Pickup Wire

When I disassembled my guitar, I snipped
my pickup wire and didn’t leave enough
wire to maneuver, so I’m going to have to
add some additional wire to what’s left so
that I can have an easier time of soldering
it to my volume pot. No big deal. Actually,
this is good for you to see.

First, I need to strip the pickup wire so that
I can join a new wire to it (see FIG 225). I
used the same procedure as I normally do.
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To add additional wire to these wires, once again, I’ll use my black/white wire.
This is a multi-purpose wire that you can
use for just about any wiring job on a gui-
tar. I cut roughly 4” of wire, then I separat-
ed the wires a little, stripped the ends, then
heated it up and applied a little bit of solder
to each wire (see FIG 226). This wire is a
copper wire, but it doesn’t need to be twist-
ed; it’s just one wire inside the coating.

To join the wires, I used a clamp to hold
the wires close together, then I heated both
wires up, holding the soldering gun behind
and touching the wires. With my solder in
front and touching the wires, I soldered
them together, adding a little extra solder to
the wires (see FIG 227).

When you have to add wires to a short
wire in this manner, whether it be a pick-
up wire, or another wire, it’s always good
practice to finish it off by using electrical
tape. Wrap some electrical tape around
each join (see FIG 228) so that the
exposed wires can’t come into contact
with anything inside your control cavity
and possibly cause a problem.

With the additional wire now connected,
it’s time to wire this to the volume pot. I
chose the black wire to be my ground
wire and the white to be my hot wire. The
white wire will be soldered to Terminal 1
and the black wire will be soldered to
Terminal 3 (see FIG 229).

In FIG 229, my volume pot is resting
inside a hole in a piece of wood. This is
something I use when wiring. This makes
it easier to solder my connections. I usu-
ally lay down some paper or white bristle-
board onto the guitar body, tape it in
place, then place this piece of wood on
top of that so it also rests on top of the
guitar. The hole in the wood is just large
enough to hold the end of a tone or volume pot.

One thing I want to mention about wiring pickups: for this pickup, there are
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only two wires. However, for pickups like a Seymour Duncan or a DiMarzio
pickup, they typically have 5 wires. For a Duncan pickup, the colors run:
white, black, red, green, ground. When wiring a Duncan, the hot wire is
black, the green and the ground get soldered together, then soldered to the
ground on the pot, and the red and the white are for splitting coils. If you
don’t need them, then you’d solder them together, then cover them with
some electrical tape.

Wiring can be complicated, but every brand-new pickup comes with a
wiring diagram, so that’s good. Just understand that your most important
wires coming from your pickup are your hot and your ground. The other
wires are for splitting and other nuances.

Soldering Your Output Jack To The Pot

We’re almost done - just a few more
wires to go. Next up is the output jack. I
need to solder this to the volume pot. The
hot wire will get soldered to Terminal 2
while the ground wire will get soldered to
the body of the pot, or Terminal 3.
Normally, I solder it to the body of the pot
as I’ve done in FIG 230.

Soldering Your Ground Wire To The
Pot

The last wire we need to solder to the pot
is our ground wire. If we didn’t solder this
one, the guitar would hum... badly.

Once again, you have the choice of sol-
dering this wire to Terminal 3 on your vol-
ume pot, or to the body of the volume
pot. I typically solder it to the body as I’ve
done in FIG 231.

Checking My Progress

Before I put the volume pot back in place
and put my volume knob back on, I
always like to plug in the guitar, and turn
the volume pot on and off - from 0 to 10
several times, to makes sure that my
connections are good and that it works
perfectly (see FIG 232).

FIG 230

FIG 231

FIG 232
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When I’ve got sound and everything seems good, I carefully push my pot
through the hole, then tuck my wires into
the cavity before closing it up (see FIG
233). 

If your volume pot won’t go through the
hole because of a build-up of new finish,
simply use a round file to gently file away
some excess finish. Work from the top of
the guitar and file downward only - no
“up” strokes. You can use this same filing
technique for sleeves for your bridge -
whether it be a Floyd Rose tremolo or a
Gibson style stop tailpiece.

When your plates are back on, immedi-
ately check your sound again by plugging
in your guitar. If there are no problems,
you’re done! 
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FIG 233

FIG 234

TROUBLESHOOTING: When tucking your wires back into the cavity,
be very careful not to bend the connections of your wires to the termi-
nals or you may find that, after you’ve put the control plate back on the
cavity, you’ve got no sound. The problem is usually a connection has
broken off of one of the terminals. It could also be that you’re shorting
out the wiring by accidentally allowing two wires to come in contact with
eachother - for instance a ground wire and a hot wire. A third culprit
may be that when you put your wires for your jack back into the jack’s
hole, one broke off, so check the jack as well.

If you have no sound, simply check your HOT connections - Terminal 1,
2, and the terminal on the jack. There are only a few, so it should be
easy to determine which one is the problem. If you have excessive
humming, then that would be a grounding problem, so check that all of
your ground wires are connected and secure.
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This is a rough estimate of how much time each step could take you. By
no means is this absolute - just a rough estimate. Some steps may take
you longer while some may be shorter.

STEP 1: DISASSEMBLING/REMOVING OLD PARTS 1-2 HOURS

STEP 2: REMOVING THE OLD FINISH 2-3 HOURS

STEP 3: FILLING DINGS & HOLES 5-20 MINUTES

STEP 4: MASKING THE NECK POCKET 5-10 MINUTES

STEP 5: ADDING THE STICK w/HOOK 15 MINUTES

STEP 6: APPLYING THE SANDING SEALER 8 HOURS (30 mins. between coats)

STEP 7: MASKING THE BINDING* 1 HOUR

STEP 8: SPRAYING THE PRIMER 8 HOURS (30 mins. between coats)

STEP 9: SPRAYING THE BASE COAT 8 HOURS (30 mins. between coats)

STEP 10: CREATING THE BODY MASKS 1 HOUR

STEP 11: APPLYING THE MASKS 15 MINUTES

STEP 12: SPRAYING THE WHITE SIDES 20 MINUTES (48 hours to dry)

STEP 13: MASKING THE ENTIRE BODY 30-45 MINUTES 

STEP 14: PIECING TOGETHER THE DESIGN 1 HOUR 

STEP 15: TRANSFERRING THE DESIGN 30 MINUTES 

STEP 16: CUTTING OUT THE STRIPES 1 HOUR

STEP 17: SPRAYING THE TIGER STRIPES 2 HOURS (30 mins. between coats)

STEP 18: REMOVING THE MASKING 15 MINUTES (24 hours to dry)

STEP 18: PAINT TOUCH-UPS 20-60 MINUTES

STEP 19: APPLYING THE CLEAR COATS 48 HOURS (30 mins. between coats)

STEP 20: LETTING THE PAINT SETTLE 2-3 MONTHS (or 2-3 DAYS FOR URETHANE)

STEP 21: REMOVING THE STICK 15 MINUTES

STEP 22: WETSANDING THE CLEAR COATS 2-4 HOURS

STEP 23: FIXING A RUN IN THE CLEAR 10 MINUTES

STEP 24: BUFFING THE CLEAR COATS 2-3 HOURS

STEP 25: REASSEMBLING THE GUITAR 1-2 HOURS

STEP 26: WIRING YOUR TIGER! 1-2 HOURS

POSING WITH YOUR GUITAR TOO MANY HOURS!
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1. Use a lacquer-based sanding sealer when using paint that is lacquer-
based. I recommend the DEFT brand. You can get it at Home Depot and
LOWE's as well as ACE Hardware. If you use another type of sealer such
as a polyurethane or a varnish, you may be asking for trouble. The biggest
problem is compatibility/incompatibility.

2. Stay away from Krylon Interior/Exterior paint and Krylon FUSION. Over
the last year, several PYOG customers have reported problems with their
paint as well as their finishes. All of the problems they reported come down
to quality control - paint mislabeling and paint contamination. If you’re plan-
ning on using lacquer, choose Duplicolor instead. This line of paint is much
more reliable. Choose their AUTO SPRAY line for colors and primer. They
come in 4 oz cans. For clear coats, you can use the TRUCK, VAN & SUV
clear - which is a full-sized can.

3. When filling in pickup holes, do not use Bondo or Plastic wood. These
products are for small holes like screw holes and dents. In the past, I used
marine epoxy (resin and hardener) to fill pickup holes with pretty good suc-
cess. Over time, with the way that wood expands and contracts, you may
see the line around the pickup hole start to appear. It's very difficult to pre-
vent this, but with the marine epoxy, because of its hardness, it seemed to
do the job better than anything else I tried. Still, over time, the line of the
pickup hole that you filled may appear and there's not really much you can
do about that.

4. If it's very humid outside (above 75%) and you're spraying outside,
DON'T! What will happen is, your paint will appear foggy - cloudy. That's
the moisture in the air getting trapped in the paint. It's more noticeable on
dark colors, but it affects all colors to a certain degree. Wait until it's less
humid out (below 75%) to continue with your project. Even if it takes a
week, wait it out.

5. DO NOT mix brands of paint. Even if paints say they're the same type of
paint, DO NOT MIX brands. Stick with one brand throughout your project.
Again - compatibility is the main issue.

6. Although I recommend that you wait two months before wetsanding and
buffing, the ideal time to wait is roughly 6 months. If you can wait that long,
I recommend you do it. The reason is, although lacquers dry fast, they cure
slowly. Even though it appears your paint is dry, it has not fully cured and
hardened. The longer you wait, the better.

7. The Finish Protector™ is an invention of mine and WILL save your lac-
quered finish has not completely cured. I recommend you make these for
each guitar you paint. What it will do is protect your finish while the lacquer
cures and completely hardens.

8. Wetsanding is THE step that determines how scratch-free your finish is.
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So, here are some pointers: 320 and 400-grit even out the layers of paint
and get rid of the orange peel, but they also scratch up the finish a lot. In
order to get rid of those scratches, you need to go through each grit to get
rid of them. So, as you begin with 600-grit after your paint has been lev-
eled, you can hear that it sounds very abrasive when wetsanding. As you
go over the entire body and spend a good 20 minutes or so, it'll become
less evident.

However, as soon as you jump to the next grit - let's say 800, you'll hear
the abrasiveness once again. So, you need to continue to wetsand until
that abrasiveness is gone - no matter how long. Same for all of the other
grits. By the time you get to 1500 and 2000, (or 2500, if you want to go up
that high), you need to spend an equal amount of time with each grit, get-
ting rid of the deep scratches and getting rid of the abrasive sound when
wetsanding. The better a job you do with each grit, the less noticeable the
scratches will be.

It's really hard to explain wetsanding and to teach you to know when
enough is enough because it's really hard to tell how scratched up your
body is until you buff. This is why it's crucial that you apply 20 - 25 coats of
clear when using lacquer. When wetsanding, you're removing a lot of it to
even it out. Spend the time to do a great job with all of the grits and you
can expect a close-to-scratch-free-finish.

9. If you're spraying your projects outside, do not spray in temperatures
colder than 50 degrees. Above 60 degrees being ideal. If this forces you to
spray paint in your basement, use a portable heat register to set the ideal
temperature. Open a window, put a fan in the window and turn it so it's
blowing to the outside. What this will do is pull the fumes out of the room
and send them outside. For my full report on painting through the winter
months, visit my homepage - www.paintyourownguitar.com, then click on
the SPECIAL REPORT in the top left margin.

10. Paint, namely, lacquers, cure faster in a warmer temperature, so when
your project is drying, it's best to hang it in a warm area of your house or
apartment. 

Visit and bookmark this page for more “things you need to do!”
http://www.paintyourownguitar.com/morethings.html
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As a guy who’s been painting guitars for over 20 years, I can tell you, with-
out a shadow of a doubt, that guitars painted with lacquer can be ruined in
a very short period of time if you subject the finish to anything made of rub-
ber. Simply put - lacquer and rubber DO NOT MIX!

Of course, I learned this the hard way when I first began painting guitars
back in 1983. After working very hard to achieve a factory finish on one of
my guitars, I ruined that finish within hours after placing it on a guitar stand
that contained rubber arms.

At first, I thought I had done
something wrong when finishing
the body; what was once a per-
fect finish, was now softening
and coming off. However, the
only areas that were affected
were the areas of the body that
rested on the rubber arms.

Later, I made the discovery that
lacquer and rubber simply do not
mix. The surprising part is that
no guitar manufacturer who’s still
using some form of lacquer ever
mentions the possible destruc-
tion of the guitar’s finish when
subjected to rubber.

If you’ve purchased any one of
my books on painting your own
guitar, then you know that I tell
you to be very careful with your
guitar’s finish once during the
first year. You can certainly
hang it by the headstock if you
haven’t painted the headstock
or the back of the neck, but if
you have, you may’ve already
discovered your finish coming
off because of this.

This book contains a very simply guitar stand modification that can be
made in about 5 minutes and will cost you roughly $2.00 that will protect
your guitar’s finish forever. It’s perfect for those of you who love painting
your own guitars. You don’t need any special skills to make this; just a sim-
ple hand saw and a drill.
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When you see how well this modification works, I recommend making them
for all of your guitars - not just the ones you’ve painted yourself. It REALLY
is the ultimate Finish Protector™!

Okay - let’s get started.
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PLEASE NOTE: Catalyzed polyurethane finishes are not affected by
the rubber. But , if you have a guitar such as a Martin guitar or a
Gibson guitar, both of these are still painted in nitrocellulose lacquer...
and both can be affected by contact with rubber.



In FIG 1, I show three different types of stands - all of them being very similar.

Unfortunately, these stands are not
the kinds of stands you want to
use to make this modification.

The reason? All of these stands
require that the back of the body
rest on the portion at the top of the
stand - which happens to be rub-
ber. You want to avoid your guitar’s
body resting against rubber, if it’s
finished in lacquer.

You may be thinking, “But what if I
just put some fabric like cotton on
the rubber area? Won’t that solve
the problem?” The answer is, no.

As I discuss in all of my books on
painting your own guitar, once your
guitar has been reassembled after
having painted it yourself, you still
have to be very careful with the fin-
ish for the first year. It takes lac-
quer roughly 9 months to a year to
fully cure and harden. Up until
then, the finish is still delicate and
can be affected by resting it on just
about anything. 

Unfortunately, that’s how lacquer
works... it’s not perfect. And, that’s
exactly why polyurethane was
invented.

FIG 2 shows the kind of stand you want to use for this modification. It has
the two rubber arms on the bottom that protrude straight out - and only a
slight curve in the bars upward. The back of the neck is supported rather
than the back of the body..

Again, if you’ve painted your own guitar, you want to avoid resting the body
against anything for the first year after buffing.

These types of stands can be purchased at just about any music store as
well as online. I purchased the one in FIG 2 off of eBay for $10.00 plus
$6.00 shipping... a pretty good deal.
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FIG 1

FIG 2

This is the kind of stand you want to use to make
the modification. You want the back of the neck
supported, not the back of the body



If you want to get one like this, start at eBay’s home page. Under “Musical
Instruments” down the left-hand side, you’ll find the subcategory “Parts,
Accessories.” Under that subcategory, you’ll find “Stands, Hangers.” This is
where you’ll find stands just like this one. 

Or, here’s the link to the eBay store I got it from - 
http://stores.ebay.com/SIMBA-INSTRUMENTS-INC 
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Here’s a list of items I used to make my Finished Protector™. There are
just a few things, but you need them all
in order to do it right.

1. 1” Wood - I found this piece of wood
in the area that you’ll find dowels in
your local hardware store. I bought this
piece from Lowe’s, but I’ve also seen it
at ACE Hardware, as well as Home
Depot.

It’s 1” in width and the length you’ll
need is no longer than 10”. It’ll cost you
roughly $2.00.

You could use other wood if you wanted
to, but this wood is compact enough
and looks good because of its smooth-
ness.

2. Tape Measure or Ruler - You need
either of these to make accurate meas-
urements. 

3. Drill Press or Power Drill - I used
my drill press (see FIG 4), but you’re
only making 3 holes, so you could easi-
ly use a power drill and do it by hand.

4. Hand Saw or Miter Saw - I used a
Miter Saw (see FIG 5) to cut my piece
to length, but you could easily cut your
piece to the length with a hand saw like
the ones seen in FIG 6.

5. Primer and Paint - I finished mine off
using Krylon Flat Black (see FIG 7).
However, I sprayed a few coats of All-
Purpose Grey Primer before applying
the black. 

6. Wood File and Fine Sandpaper - I
used a wood file (see FIG 8) to bevel
the edges of the wood and then sanded them smooth with the sandpaper.
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FIG 3

FIG 4

FIG 5

FIG 6



And that’s the list.
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FIG 7

FIG 8



In the prototype in FIG 9, I’ve left a 1/4” on each end from where my holes
end. The amount of wood you decide to
leave on each end will be totally up to
you.

To begin, you’ll first need to measure the
distance between the rubber arms as I’m
doing in FIG 10.

The measurement I got was 7 3/4”.
Yours will most likely be different.

With my measurement of 7 3/4”, I added
a 1/4” onto each end, so my final length
would be cut to 8 1/4”.

Using my miter saw, I made my cut (see
FIG 11). This cut can easily be made
with any type of hand saw, so use what’s
at your disposal.

When you’ve made your cut, you’re
ready to move to Step 2.
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FIG 9

FIG 10

FIG 11

FIG 12



Measure the width of your stand’s arms. In my case, the arms were rough-
ly 9/16”. You want to be able to slide on
your Finish Protector™ fairly easily, so
the hole you drill will have to be slightly
larger.

I used 5/8” as the measurement for my
holes.

Measuring 1/4” from each end of my cut
piece, I measured 5/8”. Then, I meas-
ured the center of 5/8” which is 5/16”
(see FIG 14). 

From there, I measured the middle of
the wood so that my holes would be
centered properly (see FIG 14).

I then used a center punch to mark the
center for my holes (see FIG 15).
Marking it with a punch makes it easier
for my drill bit to be positioned perfectly.

If you’re drilling your holes by hand with
a power drill, secure the wood to a
bench with a clamp so it doesn’t move.

Once you’re finished drilling your arm
holes, you’re ready to move to Step 3.
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FIG 14

FIG 15

FIG 16



As you can see in FIG 17, I’ve marked the center of my Finish
Protector™, so I’m now ready to drill
the hole to accommodate the strap
holder. 

This is where your guitar will rest, so
you don’t have to drill all the way
through; you only have to go down
roughly1/4”. 

When you drill this hole, use a drill bit
that will give you a flat surface rather
than a rounded one. This will make it
easier for the strap holder to sit com-
fortably.

I used my drill press to drill down 1/4”.
Here’s what your Finish Protector™
should look like (see FIG 18). Again - if
you’re drilling this strap holder hole by
hand, secure the wood to a bench with
some sort of clamp.

To find the center of your piece, meas-
ure the length and divide by 2. 

My piece is 8 1/4”, so the halfway point
is 4 1/8”.

At this point, I slipped it on to see how it
worked (see FIG 19). 

As you can see in FIG 20, It works per-
fectly! The body no longer rests on the
rubber arms!

At this point, the piece is finished, but I
want to do a few more things to it.

So far, it’s taken me about 5 minutes to
make this.

Follow along as I add a few other finish-
ing touches to it.
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FIG 17

FIG 18

FIG 19

FIG 20



I decided that I’d bevel the edges using a wood file, then sand the edges
smooth.

This will help give it a more profession-
al, finished look.

To bevel, just run the file along the
entire edge of each side, squaring them
all off.

After you’ve done that, run some fine
sandpaper along all of those edges to
smooth them out.

When you’ve completed that, you’re
ready to move to Step 5.
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FIG 21

FIG 22



Of course, this is totally up to you whether you want to paint your Finish
Protector™ or not.

I decided to paint mine a flat black to
match the rest of the stand.

To start, I sprayed three thin coats of
Krylon All-Purpose Grey Primer. Always
apply thin coats rather than thick coats.
This prevents runs and also speeds up
drying time.

I allowed each coat to dry for about 20
minutes before applying my next coat.

I sprayed three thin coats of Krylon Flat
Black, again - allowing each coat to dry
for about 30 minutes.

After letting it dry for an hour, it was
complete.

If you want to be real picky, you can
sand with 400-grit wet/dry sandpaper
between each coat of primer so that
your finished piece is nice and smooth.
Personally, I didn’t do that. However, if
you do it, use the paper dry.
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FIG 23

FIG 24

FIG 25



I decided that I wanted something inside the hole where my strap holder
will sit, so that it’s not rubbing against
the paint every time I place it in the
Finish Protector™.

I used a piece of velcro (the softer of
the two) and cut out a small circle to
place inside the hole (see FIG 26).

Once cut out, I placed it inside the hole
where my strap holder will rest.

NOW - it’s COMPLETE!
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FIG 26

FIG 27

PLEASE NOTE: I used Krylon Paint for my Finish Protector™, but since
this book was originally written, I’ve switched to using Duplicolor paint
and I recommend that you use that brand over Krylon, too.
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Whether you painted the guitar yourself, or your guitar was factory finished
with lacquer, the Finish Protector™ keeps your guitar body from resting on
your guitar stand’s rubber arms... and keeps the rubber from DESTROYING
YOUR FINISH!



VIDEO FOOTAGE:

Although the book explains everything in great detail, some people find it
still helps to see some of the techniques being done live, so I've posted
over 120 minutes of video footage. Watch these clips! They're very helpful! 

You can check them out here: 
http://www.paintyourownguitar.com/y9e3n2.html

TIGER TEMPLATE

Download them here: 
http://www.paintyourownguitar.com/images/1.zipped/tigerST.zip - Strat
http://www.paintyourownguitar.com/images/1.zipped/tigerLP.zip - Les Paul

PRODUCTION SHEET:

I created a sheet that you can download and print that'll allow you to log all
of the coats you apply to your guitar, so there's no second-guessing.

If you haven't already downloaded it, you can download that sheet here:
http://www.paintyourownguitar.com/prodsheet.html

NEWSLETTERS:

To access previous newsletters containing some information not covered in
the book, use the link below:
http://www.paintyourownguitar.com/nwsltrs.html

BLANK TEMPLATES:

If you want to doodle some of your own designs, I’ve created some blank
templates for several different body shapes. Check them out here:
http://www.paintyourownguitar.com/gw456.html

EMAIL SUPPORT:

I answer most of the questions I receive, or I’ll direct people to read
through my newsletters for additional information. Either way, there is no
better resource for learning to paint your own guitar than PAINT YOUR
OWN GUITAR!

paintyourownguitar.com
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paintyourownguitar.com

The ‘PAINT YOUR OWN GUITAR’ Book Series

www.paintyourownguitar.com/dvds.html

www.paintyourownguitar.com/guitars.html

These books are available in both e-books and hard copies through my website. 

DVD Series


